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ocorro Startled
By Early Morning
Earthquake Shock

FOR CAPTAIN
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13, 1906.

PR'CE 5 CENTS

GREAT BIG BUNCH OF TICKETS

FOR THE YOUNGSTERS TODAY

DREYFUS
Thousands of Dollars Damage Done to

OFMILLIONAIRE.lo!eri?ecepon

People Panic Stricken

Property

SUPREME COURT COMPLETELY
EXONERATES MILITARY MARTYR

falling when the shock came. The
Special to the Morning Journal.
Socorro, N. M., July 2. Preceded walls show cracks, Large plate glass
Will Be Immediately Restored to during the night by two slight shocks windows In the front of the general
a violent earthquake
lasting several store of A. C. A bey t la were broken
Army After Twelve Years' Strug-g- e seconds brought the people of Socorro and the building otherwise damaged.
There was scarcely a house in which
from their houses' at 5:10 o'clock this
etc.. did not
morning. The shock which was the the dishes,
For
fall,
most severe in the memory of the
and In many cases pictures were
wall
foland
the
city
was
bookcases
thrown
from
oldest inhabitant of this
lowed at 6:05 by another almost as se- thrown over. .
Paris, July 12. Alfred Dreyfus was vere, several other shocks being felt
Small fissures near the Santa Fe
depot are thought to have ben caused
today completely acquitted of the during the day.
probably sever- by the quake.
charges of which he was condemned al The earthquake did
From all reports Socorro suffered
thousand dollars damage in Socorro
army
1

Vindication.

For Thousands of
The Little People

MURDER SLAIN

bric-a-bra- c,

aa a traitor, dismissed from the
and imprisoned on Devil's island, and
regarding whch Frace has been torn
for years by the most bitter political
and racial agitation. His vindication
is two-folthe supreme court first
announcing its decision establishing
the entire Innocence of the accused
man and the ministry later deciding to
present an urgent bill in the parliament restoring Dreyfus to the army
with an advanced rank and otherwise
giving the goverment's most ample
reparation.
The decision of the court was a
foregone conclusion as exhaustive inquiries had completely demolished the
fabric of the accusation against Dreyfus, showing that the real culprit was
Major Count Esterhuzy. The decision
therefore reversed the condemnation
of the Rennes court martial and
that the acquittal be posted and
published throughout France.
Tonight the ministers held a protracted special session at the Rlysee
palace under President Falleries and
government's
determined on
the
course in carrying out the decision.
The text of two bills which, when
formulated, will be introduced In the
chamber of deputies tomorrow, concerning, respectively, Dreyfus and Colonel Plquart, with the object of re.
storing both to the ranks they would
have held If they had continually
served In the army. Dreyfus consequently will be nominated a majot
with the eventual early promotion to
a lieutenant eolonelship. Plquart will
Immediately become a brigadier general. DreyfuB' name also will be inscribed on the list for the legion of
honor, but he will not be directly
nominated to that distinction, though
probably a decree placing him on the
list will shortly appear.
Discussion of the bills will be taken
up Immediately and the ministers will
endeavor to hove them pass both
houses in the course of the day. The
cabinet desiring to settle the matter
before the parliamentary vacation tn
order to avoid a recurrence of the agitation of the country.
Deputy Pressen's Interpellation relative ro the government's Intentions
regarding the officers who were witnesses before the court martial will
follow the passing of the above mentioned bills.
Deputy Breton has given notice of
a bill providing for the transference
of Emll Zola's remains to the Pantheon with public ceremonial.
When the decision was rendered the
palace of Justice was thronged by an
eager crowd. The scene as the decision was pronounced was one of impressive dignity. The court, consistJudges, gowned in
ing of forty-nin- e
flowing red robes, solemnly mounted
the bench. Deep silence prevailed ah
the presiding judge read the. lengthy
decision, minutely reviewing the series of sensational events of the last
twelve years and completely exonerating Dreyfus of all wrong doing, freeing him of the accusation of being the
author of the famous incriminating
documents on which the entire charge
was founded and ordering the annulment of the Judgment of the nenncs
court martial wllh the publication ot
e
the final announcement of his
in fifty newspapers to he chosen by Captain Dreyfus. As the fina?
determination was announced there
were some exclamations of approval
which the court officers suppressed.
Outside the court the crowds received
the decision without making any demCaptain Dreyfus was not
onstration.
present In court, hut a messenger was
dispatched by his brother Matthew
to bear him the good news In a garret
where he has remained secluded.
Dreyfus Hhs Nothing to Sny.
Paris, July 12. In an Interview today after the announcement of the
in his favor. Captain Dreyfu-sai"This hns been a long and terrible ordeal. The decision restores me
to my old place In the army. I have
nnthlne- tn sav against my accusers.
Being again an officer. 1 am obliged1
to enter my regulation silence and
am Inexpressibly thankful to those
who have assisted In the maintenance

and many of the people are panto
strlcken. Quite a number are sleeping
In tents tonight, fearing to
their houses.
Ever since the severe shock a week
or more ago slight tremors have been
of almos! dally occurrence.
There Is hardly a building In the
city which has not cracked walls anfl
fallen plaster. Many of the chimneys
are practically ruined and several
houses are no longer fit for occupany
cy.
The
brick residence of
Abran Abeyta in the west part of
Is practically wrecked, as thi
town
walls are badly cracked and learning
out.
badly. The family have moved
The gable end of the adobe house ot
In,
smashing
the
Terry
fell
J.
It.
furniture and ruining the house. One
hundred bottles or Jars fell from the
shelves of the Socorro Drug company.
Ten dollars' worth of crockery was
thrown to the floor and broken In the
store of J. J. Leeson. A small private
stock of drugs In the office of Dr. C.
O. Duncan, Is a total loss.
The walls
of his office were badly cracked. The
house owned by W. H, Ryerts on the
Chaves property on California street,
was badly Injured and repairs are being made.
The court house suffered considerably, hundreds of pounds of plaster
ei

--

two-stor-

FID
PLEADS GUILTY

OF FAILURE

Fuel

Assessed

Rebates

and

Iron

Co. Also

$15,000 For Receiving
on

Coal

Soipments,

Special to the Morning Journal.
Las Vegas, N. M., July IS. In the
United States court here today, before
Judge Mills, Solicitor Gardner Lnthrop
for Ihe Santa Fe company pleaded
guilty of a failure to publish tariffs,
but not guilty to the charge of granting rebates. The Colorado Fuel anJ
Iron company made a similar plea.

Judge Elklns found the companies
guilty of a technical violation of the
Klkins law, and sentenced each company to pay a fine of $3,000 on each
of live counts, or $30,0(10 In all.
The companies were Indicted here
last June on the charge of granting
and receiving rebates on shipments 41 f
coal from Colorado to Demlng N. M.
The company claimed that a rate of
$2.90 n ton was made and that this
rate was open to all, but by the mistake of a minor official, the tariff was
published at $4.05 a ton, which really
Included the tariff and the price of
the coal. Both companies claimed that
there was no agreement between the
companies, that the rate was not exclusive and that all concerns In the
territory benefitted by the low rati-- .
Mr. Lathrop said, however, that the
company should not be excused for
Its mistake In publishing its tariffs,
and he thought that neither the maximum nor minimum fine should he assessed. All parties to the suit ex pre IS
satisfaction with the sentence which
of truth."
will be promptly paid.
On the ground that their violation
W ANT WESTERN MAN ON
on
COMMERCE COMMISSION of the law In granting the rebates and
the coal shipments was technical
Roosevelt Urged to ArtftoiDI Tliomus not wilful. Judge Mills decidedbe that
imonly a moderate penalty should
s. Soott of Denw.
Denver, July 12. President Rnnse. posed.
Ma lor W. 11. IT. Llewellyn. United
vult has been petitioned bv the comStates district attorney for New Meximercial bodies of Denver to appoint
co, represented the government In the
Thomas S. Scott, manager of the Coloas n prosecution of the casea, which were
rado Manufacturera' association,
upon Instructions from Atmember of the Interstate commerce Instigated
torney Genera! Moody.
commission. Gov. Jesse F. McDonald
today telegraphed the president reWoman Horned Wlillc Dressing.
questing him to appoint a western
New York. July 12. Word was re
man.
ceived here from London yesterday
of n painful accident to Miss Margarspiked Switch Cause Wreck.
former GovIndiana. July 12. A et Baxter, daughter ofWyoming,
Petersburg.
now
W.
Baxter,
of
O.
ernor
Southern
on
the
freight
westbound
n resident of this city.
While dressrailway wen wrecked today at
The fireman ing for dinner Miss Baxter was semine aiding.
the verely burned by her dress coming In
and brakemsn were killed, and The
contact with a light In an alcohol
engineer waa fatally Injured.
d
lamp. Her Injuries for a time greatly
The
switch had bean spiked.
passenger train had been de- alarmed her friends hut abe I now
recovering and expects In a few weeks
layed and thus escaped being wrecked.
to go to Scotlnnd and Join several
No clew to the wreckers has been dishouse parties before returning to New
covered. The railroad company owns
the coal minea which recentlyhy paid York In the .autumn with her mother.
the
the advanced acal demanded resentBryan Taken Lunch at Embassy.
miners thereby causing some
London. July 12. William J. Bryan
ment In certain quarters.
and Mrs. Brynn were the guests or
Ambassador anil Mrs. Held at lunchContracta for Washlp Awarded.
Secretary eon at Dorchester house today.
12.
Washington. July
Bonaparte today awarded a contract
Fierce Fight Ends In Draw.
battleships.
for thé two J8, 000-to- n
Pueblo, Colo., July 12. Jim Flynn
HoiRn. Carolina and Michigan, one to
of Philadelphia, and the of Pueblo tonight earned a draw with
the Crampa.
Sullivan of Cambridge,
i',
' " Vi n VorV shlnlnilldlnir
iiuiQi va
r Jnek (Twtln)
nfter IB round or the fiercest
and Engine company of Camden, Mass.,
milling ever aeen in this city.
N. J.
Inno-cenc-
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CHAMPION OF

REFORM

TO PUBLISH TARIFF RATES

Colorado

DIVORCE

SISTER

the most severely from the earthquake
MRS. HARTJE CONTRADICTS
as It appears to have been comparative- MAN WHO KILLED;H0LY ROLLER
ly slight at San Marcial. Magdalena and
Carthage. It was more severe at San
HER FORMER TESTIMONY
LEADER MEETS UNTIMELY END
Antonio but no damage was don.'.
The disturbance appeared to extend
miles up and down
about seventy-fiv- e
the valley, the movement being from George Mitchell Djes By Hand of Handwriting Experts Declare Woman
Slight damage was
west to east.
done to the Magdalena branch ot Sister to Avenge Whom He Took
Never Wrote Letters Upon Which
falling on the
Fe,
boulders
the Santa
track and several tics being broken,
Husband's
is
Case
Based.
Life
of
Religious
Fanatic.
hut the morning train came In from
Magdalena nearly on time.
Pittsburg. July 12
Mary
Scott
Seattle. Wash.. July 12. Esther
SLIGHT SHOCK FELT AS
Hartje,. who Is contesting the suit for
FAR ISA ST AS ALAMOGOHBO Mitchell shot and killed her brother
Special to the Morning Journal.
George Mitchell, a ahort time- after dlvorce brought by her husband, AuAlamogordo, X. M., July 12. A
slight earthquake shock was felt lien 4:30 o'clock this afternoon in the wait-ni- gustus Hartje, the millionaire paper
room of the union depot.
at 5 a. m. Crockery, chairs, clocks,
The manufacturer, was the star witness
etc., were moved and In some rases shot was fired just as Mil,
when the case was taken up today
rose
hell
plaster fell, but no damage was done. to
take the evening train for Oregon. after a week's adjournment to allow
The brother who was acquitted counsel for both sides to examine the
HEAVY F.NOFG II IN SILVER
handwriting with experts, In the letCITY TO WAKE PEOPLE I P Tuesday of killing Franz Kdmund
ters that Mrs. Hartje is alleged to
Silver City, jtf. M.. July 12. At r,:04
the leader of the "Holy Rollers," have written, and which figure promo'clock this morning an earthquake
inently in the ease. Mrs. Hartlu
shock was felt here, awakening almost dropped in his tracks. Esther Mitthrew the counsel for her husband ineveryone In the city hut doing no ap- chell was at once arrested.
to somewhat of a disconcerted attipreciable damage, further than knockThe Mitchells, George. Perry and tude when she flatly contradicted her
ing a few dishes off the shelves.
An hour later another slight tremor Fred, were silting with Esther on a testimony of last week, and declared
bench In the big waiting room, talk- that she never wrote the Susie Wagwas experienced.
ing together and apparently, on the ner letter, known as exhibit fi.
best of terms. When the Oregon train
This letter Is one of the "standards"
was announced. George Mitchell rose in the case and formed a lame part
and started forward. Ills sister slip- of the premise In the case from which
ped to his side and pressing the revolthe handwriting experts for her
d
argue that she wrote the famver close to his head, pulled the trigger, before anyone had realized what ous forty letters alleged to have been
was happening,
written by her to Tom Madlne, the
Esther Mitchell Is the sister, to coachman
in the case.
avenge whose treatment. George shot
The sensation thus produced was
Creftlied. She has refused to have further heightened when David N.
anything to do with her brother since Carvalho, the handwriting expert, was
the shooting. Today was the first time called for Mrs. Hartje, and declared
they had been seen together on good on the stand thai the torn and mutilated exhibit No. 38, on which the case
terms.
Esther Mitchell ami Mrs. CrcfnePl is part based, was a "forged and mutil"
widow of the deceased "Holy Boiler,
ated docuiiieuu" He sajd hu had not.
today announced their Intention of ed three distinct handwritings In the
making Seattle their home. The two exhibits. Mr. Harlje's lawyers asked
women took small apartments here, for an adjournment that they might
and sold their witness' certificates to determine their course. An adjournraise funds, and had apparently made ment was refuted but a recess was
up their minds to remain In Seattle. taken.
When the case was resumed at 2
o'clock, Carvalho went on the stand
DECLARES VIEWS UNCHANGED
his testimony.
and reiterated
Dr.
Marshall, the Chicago handwriting expert followed Carvalho on the stand
ON ECONOMICAL QUESTIONS
and corrobora ted him. Hoth said the
letters they had examined were In tip'
same handwriting as the Wagner letPromises Surprise For Anyone Who
ter.
The court adjourned for the day
Thinks He Has Modified His Ideas
with Mr. Kwelt on the stand.
Hoth Carvalho and Ewelt will bo
called Oil Ihe stand again tomorrow
Concerning Predatory Wealth.
when the court resumes, and each of
the forty letters will be taken up separately.
London, July 12. William J. Bryan
having had the opportunity of reading
STKIKEHS CREATE REIGN
American papers consented today to
OF TERROR IX WYQMINQ
discuss some of the questions Which
have been repeated since he has again
Threatened Denth lo Workmen Who
become prominent as a presidential
Ilctiirn io Work.
possibility.
He said:
Denver, July 12. A Post special
"I notice that I am now described
St. Petersburg, July 12. Contrary from Cody, Wyo., says: one hundred
by some as a conservative, and In orto expectations no case of disorder strikers have taken possession of the
der that there may be no misunderstanding on that subject permit ine to in St. Petersburg has been reported Up government camp at the Corbett tunThe streets nel, on the Shoshone reservation
say that in one sense I have always to a late hour today.
been a conservative. The democratic throughout the day were heavily guar- works, eight miles from Cody, and
Several meetings have created a reign of terror. They
policies are conservative In that thry ded with troops.
the lives of 500 other men
embody old principles applied to new were held In the various suburbs but Ifthreaten
the;' return to work.
conditions. There was nothing new they were of a peaceful character.
sheriff Hammlt of Cody, with ntty
In either of the platforms on which From the provinces the news Is less
Everywhere
collisions mounted deputies, heavily armed, has
I stood.
We were accused of attack- satisfactory.
gone
to the scene of the trouble.
ing property, when. In fact, the demo- with the police are reported. No fur- Trouble
Is expected to follow as til
from
cratic party Is the defender of proper- ther news has been received
ty, because it endeavors to draw th" Poltava but the whole pale Is terrori- strikers are Incensed at the officers,
by rumori of another Jewish out- who drove them from Cody July 4
line between honest accumulation by zed
last.
honest methods on the one side and break.
predatory wealth and immoral methCotton Finn In Riflicultics.
OF CABINET
ods on the other. It Is to the Intcres's RESIGNATION
l
II ANUS or EMPEROR
Augusta, (la.. July 12. Revelation of
of every honest man that dlshones:y
St. Petersburg. July
Ihe financial embarrassment of Alexshould be exposed and punished, Minister
Kokovsoff has given author- ander & Alexander, one of the largest
otherwise the deserving are apt to suf- ity for the
reslg-nalon
statement that be
llrms of cotton factors In the state,
fer for the undeserving. If, however,
of the entire cabinet is In the today developed discrepancies
of
by the word conservative they mean
Is
emperor.
yet
of the
So far as
about $14"i,000, following the disapthat I have changed my position on hands
learned,
his
however,
majesty
is
not
any public question, or moderated my quite ready to charge (he constitu- pearance of Thomas W. Alexander,
head of the firm, and a member of
opposition to corporate aggrandizetional democrats with the task , of one of the most prominent families In
ment, they have a surprise waiting for forming
is still Oeorgia.
ministry
new
a
and
The Georgia State
bank
them. I am more radical than I was seeking to compromise the Issue by loses $1 15,000.
In 189ft. and have nothing to withdraw-o- forming a coalition cabinet, composed
any of the economical questions of the more solid conservative and
which have been under discussion.
liberal elements In the lower and up
per houses of parliament under the
leadership of Count Heyden and M.
Stakovlch.

SANTA FE ROAD BRYAN

HEAVILY

BY

QUIET

DAY

IN

RUSSIAN
CAPITAL

1
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CLOUDBURST
KILLS SEVEN
IN

MEXICO

El Paso, Tex., July 12. A cloudburst and landslide on July 10 at
Maria) Chihuahua.
Ocnmpo (Jesus
Mexico, almost completely destroyed
the city and killed eleven or more
persons. Many others were Injured,
and it Is expected some of them will
die.
All the killed and Injured are Mexicans. W. C. Greene's offices and
corral were avveot awav and the loss
la estimated at SC. 000 Mexican money.

ADMIRAL (HOI KMN DIES
FROM HI LI. IT OF ASSASSIN
Sebastopol, July it. Vice Admira.
Chouknln. commander of the Hlnck
sea fleet, who was shot yesterday, supposedly by a sailor of the battleship
otchakoff, died this morning without

imurPTiPnTinw
iiiVLüiiUHiiun

IS,"

If nil the Trees In Hie World were One Rig Tree,
And all the Men in the World were One Big Man,
And all the Axes In the World wen' One Big Ax,
Ami all the Ponds in the World were One Hlg Pond.
AihI that Man should take that Ax and
down that Tree and It should
full Into that Hig Pond
WOULDN'T IT MAKE A SPLASH t
Now, If you boys and girls want to get some Idea of what a splash lil(
that would be don't fail to come out to the MORNING JOURNAL'S DIVINO
HORSE MATINEE at TRACTION PARK NEXT SATURDAY and see "Little
Cupid" and "Powder Fare" and "Silver King" make the high dive.
That will be splashes enough for one day.
Dr. Carver has told his beautiful horses to be sure and come down and
hit the water just a little bit harder next Saturday afternoon for the benefit
of the great big crowd
folks which Is going to fill every nook and
corner of that big grand stand.
Do we hear some one asking about Ihe "Girl In Red"?
The "Girl in Red" is all right. She says that since she is so weli
guarded by those Forty-on- e
Deputies she isn't afraid of all the Spaniards
In Spain nor all (he Cherokee- Indians in the Cherokee Nation. She Is game
and says she wouldn't disappoint tho little people for any number of bold had
assassins.
But just to make things a little more certain we are going to have each
deputy sheriff carry a great big piece of OAS PIPE.
Now Hiere s a clincher. We don't know wheiher (hey have
Revolvers or not. but the "C.lrl in Red" will be safe as long as they have the
GAS PIPES. You can bet that old Spaniard Is not going to tackle any ig
haughty deputy nherig with a GAS PIPK
Not he.
So- THE GIRL IN RED,
rr
t
it
THE DEPUTY SHERIFFS.
DR. CARVER.
JIM KIDD,
f
"LITTLE CUPID."
i
t
"POWDER FACE."
1
"SILVER KING,"
!
1
MR. PAYNE,
" ;
THE TRACTION COMPANY,
e

-

Blue-Barrel-

broad-shouldere-

fierce-lookin-

01

r

"

MR. STORTZ,

THE MORNING JOURNAL,
and all the fathers and mothers in town are all In for the Job of helping Úi t
little folks have the time of all tlme,s of their lives at the MORNINO
JOURNAL matinee next Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock at Traction Park free.
That's a pretty hard combination to beat, Isn't It?
The Morning Journal Isn'J going to arrange for any more rain storms,
because that one last week'was more than the order called for and we had
people coming In and making a kick. Rut then the weather last week
treated tho MORNING JOURNAL MATINEE pretty well and we have hu
Idea that it will do likewise this week. Hut If It should rain the diving
horses will have to dive Into the wuler to get out of Ihe ruin. So that won't
make a bit of dlfforence. will It?
Dr. Carver Is polishing up all his big rifles and laying In u big supply of
upples and oranges what! to eat? No, sir! Re's going to shoot holes In
those apples and oranges and the funniest thing is. prests! the orange.
when he hits them, just disappear before you can bat your eye. Just go
up In smoke. Queerest thing you ever saw. When you ask the Doctor how he
does It he just looks wise and winks at "Little Cupid" and puts another
cartridge in the gun. And say! Those big rifles certainly do make a
glorious crack when they go off! And he fires one shot after another so
fast It sounds like the battle of Bunker Hill. But the Doctor does better then
the British did at the battle of Bunker Hill, because he 'always hits what
he shoots at.
about bow the Morning
Now let us do some explaining and
Jouriml'ü Utile guests are going to go to the big show.
Try to be at the same corners you did lust week
Corner of Railroad and Fourth.
Corner of Ooal avenue and South Second street, end of the viaduct,
End of the line In Barcias.
If you can't get to those pluces the Traction company will take you4on
the cars from any corner but try mid he at the comers mentioned.
If you are Under twelve years old the conductor will let you on and the
man will let you Into the Traction park ond tin- grand stand. If you are
older than that he won't. All over twelve must pay on the cars aud pay
. ,
2G cents to get in the grounds and grand Htand.
The big diving horse show and shooting exhibition begins promptly at I
o'clock so don't wait till Inter than 2:30 o'clock to get on ths cars.
Hut before all this YOI' ARE 'It) COME TO THE .MORNING JOURNAL
OFFICE BETWEEN NINE AND TWELVE O'CLOCK THIS Fit I DA V
MORNING, aud If you an- not over twelve war old the man with jfku
tickets will hund you over one. Re sure and come and get the tickets at the
MORNING JOURNAL OFFICE aa otherwise you WIN have ta pay gam
fare. And we would be very much embarrassed to find that soms little hoy
or girl whom we gtkgd to our BIG MATINEE had to shell out and pay fur
his good time.
This Is tihsolulcly free lo all (lie little folks.
-

.

.

OF ELECTION

having regained consciousness.

TARTARS RAID ARMENIAN
VILLAGE AND RESIST TROOPS
Tlflls, July 12- .- At Etchmladzln, the
ecclesiastical capital of Armenia, Tartars last night attacked Ihe monastery
and the residence of the Armenian patriarch. The Tartars, who had hidden
themselves In the surrounding hll's,
opened Are and charged the monastery after nightfall. They were repulsed hut formed for a second attempt, when a force of infantry and
cossacks arrived on the scene. Th"
officers tried to persuade the Tartars
to desist from their attack, but the
latter opened fire on (he troops,
wounding several of them. The
thereupon charged nnd dlsper.
ed the Tartars, killing one and wounding several.
In the Zanglsur dlstrlcl (oday, 300
Tartars attacked an Armenian village.
A detachment
of police arrived and
tried to restore nréer, but the Tartars
killed the police aaptaln, put the detachment to flight and resumed thepil-lag- c,
which continued until the arrival
of artillery which hail been sent from

The Wotterson company, owning extensive Interests In the camp, suffered
a loss of about $ir,000. Its reduction
Tlflls.
works and offices being destroyed.

Every Big Deputy Sheriff To Be Armed
With A Gas Pipe at Traction Park

ro-sar-

!

ENJOINED
Denver. July
applications
for a suppllmcntary writ of supersedeas, made on behalf of Sheriff Alexander Nlshet. to restrain Judge John
I. Mulllns from further proceedings In
the mHlter of the grand Jury to Investigate the alleged election frauds,
was granted by Chief Justice Oobbcrt
of the supreme court this afternoon.
The court held that the application of
the Honest Elections league and the
the Independent call for a grand Jury
on the part of Judge Mulllns were
Identical. Hy the acllnn of (he
couri Judge Mulllns Is effectually stayed from acting on the petition of the Honeat Elections league,
on (he original application.
It Is understood that Judge Mulllns will formally discharge the grand Jury an
Ine elisors tomorrow morning.
12.-Th-

.lews Flee From Warsaw.
Warsaw, Russian Poland. July 12.
It Is estimated that 40,000 Jews, old
men. women and children, (led from
d
Warsaw yesterday. Most of the
male Jews remained to protect
Intense excitement
their property.
prevails In the Jewish quarter wher
the Jews have organized for defense.
The authorities have taken precautt
outbreak.
tions aalnst the
able-bodie-

antl-Jewla-

-

North Dakota Republicans.
Jamestown, N. D.. July 12. The republican slate convention hern today
was dominated by the stalwart faction
of the party. A full state ticket wits
nominated, headed by E. Y.. SearWi,!
was renominated for govenor.

Canadian Wins Gold Championship.
Englewood, N. J., July II. Oeorge
S. Lyon of Toronto, Ganada, put H
Chandler Egan of Chicago out of the
amateur golf championship In the
d
round at match play on the Englewood Golf club'a coarse today.
Egan waa fighting hard to retain the
rhamplonehlp title which he had cleverly won and held during the last two
yours. But Lyon led him almost avery
Inch of the way and finally won out
on the twentieth hole.
Tho defeat of the champion waa qot
the ortly feaiture of the ds,y's play.
nowever. a waiter j. Travis, the for- ni. r American and Brltlnh mtAie
champion, made a new amateur
o
orde of 74 for the rearranged course.
Mc-nn-

rec-wh-
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CHILDREN

BASE BALL

DIE

EX-PRESIDE-

NATIONAL

NT

R. E.

!

MEETS DEATH
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loo, lamer presiaent
of salvador I uaman, uoian and Brown.
and leader of the Ralegdoreag troops
At Cincinnati
j; n p,
in the present conflict with Uuatema-'Cincinna- ti
n n 4!
la. was killed In battle today. 'Hi,. New York
4
is
announcement ,,r his death reached)! Batteries- - Wei me r,
Hall. Living.
the state department through a dis i ston and Schlsl; Taylor ani Bower-- !
I

Wall street.
-.
Speculators
York, July
who opposed a tie line In price rather
ruefully pronoun ed today's market!
"defenseless." sm far as it Imniicd an
buying power, the
entire absence
term was gcoUi
Closing anota-- 1
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Amalgamated C
. . 94
'i
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128 '
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34 4
do preferred
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of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital

GROCERY COMP'Y

Kit-itul-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Marrón, President; Wm. Farr, Vice President; J. B. Herndon,
Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier; I. A. Dye, J. A. Weinman, E. A. Miera, F. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs, and D. H. Cams.
Accounts of Individuals, Firms, and Corporations Solicited. .Interest
Paid on Six Months Deposits at Rate of 5 per cent per annum.

THE INER -- SEAL

BRAND

i

WITH AMPLE MEANS

WE HAVE

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

The largest assortment of Inor-Segoods to be found in the
city, ami arc selling them at tttfl
same price that they are sold
for in all eastern cities.
NOTICE THESE

:

"
BANK OF COMMERCE

Paul-Tole-

I

-

-

icu-rin-

Soda, City
Social Tea Biscuits
'I XKFDA BISCUIT
Vneeda Milk Biscuit

i

1

:

. O.

BTRICKLER,

J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Oaabler,
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL,

NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE
MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE

EN-

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

5c

10c

i0c
t&V

5o

IT KEEPS

jrw.

O fi

TASTIMG GOOD
TRY IT! TRY IT!

Qatekel A Bpthft of Eetcer'i Cafe, and Qarage
of lite White Elephant, Local Dealers

30e

W

25c

D

Mail

E

A L

E It

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
"Illanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Hose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food,
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to Eat"

j'uH-cngc- rs

LAS VFGAS, N. M.

Wholesale Flour nnd Feed

--

Jaffa

Neher

M. BERGER

The new Grape Juice; in two
25c
si.c: .2 for
Quarts
u.v

The

HOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

loo

Champagne

C

K

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

10c

Drink Blood of the Grape

1

Auto. Phone 626.

114

W. Copper Ave

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

DR.. CARVER

Automatic Phono 52a.

Face

Colorado Phone 57

W. J. PATTERSON

MORNING JOURNAL

Powder Face
Horse

And JIM KID

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W.

Vice-Preside- nt

10c
oc

SPECIALTIES
Nabisco, large
Flavors: Chocolate,
Orange, Lemon, Mint,
Vanilla.
Nabisco, small
Flavors: Vanilla and
Chocolate,
Festino
Champagne Wafers

1

jr

150.Mft.ftft.

SUGAR WAFER

I

1

W. S.

CONFECTIONS

i

1

CAPITAL,

10,--;

Cneeda Jinjer Wnyfcr
Vanilla Wafer
Water Thin
7m Zii Glnge'r Snaps
Zwieback

'

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

PRICES

Bretnner's Rutter Wafer. . . .10c
21k- Chces Sandwich, large
Cheese Sandwich, small .... l(c
Five I'clock Tea
lllc
Fig Newtons
10!
Graham Crackers
lite;
Lemon Snaps
5c
Marshmallow Dainties
10c
)Oo
Oat Meal Crackers
Did Time Sugar Cookies. . . . Klo
Pretzelettes
me
Royal Toast
10c
Baltlne
200
Saratoga Flakes
20.t

:

--

ftftftftofts

ft

ARE

1

I

15,000.00

O. N.

THE BEST CRACKERS

i

-

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

"GoodThiegstoEat"

It

I

MEXICO

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

THE JAFFA

.

.222

NEW

.

$f

t

IHI.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

-

1

13,

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.
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River Swamp.
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and burned last night will
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and Cupid
The steamer Isaac Saples lelt fifty
Crosse this morning to rescue
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Qulncy.
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Clown
ground. The desire of the office)
the (juincy to escape the myrla
Silver King, Girl in Red
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ilfek
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nnd the pilot, in the dark, mil
a land mark and ran the
aground,
steamer only Partial!) Dofttroyi
Winona. Minn.. July ll. I
passengers of the steamer Quito
lived In this city by train this mi
lug. The clerk of the steamer,
was In charge of the party, said
steamer was only partially llftstr
by the llames and Is about milt
merged.
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Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS
.111-31-

BRING RESULTS.
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West Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Mcintosh HfiLfdwaLre Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST
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CO.

c.iii siapiMii Strike Folio-- .
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thousand girl
out of John I
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be treated lik
demanded a fit
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having slappe
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stand by the
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ARE THE SOLE AGENTS TOR THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

HOURS TO

TWELVE
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PREFER CHARGE OF

HEALTH DEMANDS that your plumbing be in perfect sanitary condition.
This Is a RUtttar the importance of
which cannot be overestimated,
W'
RtftlU a specialty of line sanitary plumbing, and are experts in that line. Our
reputation for skill and reliability in
second to none In the business. Ad
work entrusted lo us Is done In a
thoroughly
scientific man-M- r,
and warranted. Our charges, too,
are always right.

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

ASSAULT

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
John Miller, an employe of the Sim- tft, Fe Hhops, appeared
before .Iud.;ej
Crawford al lo o'clock yesterday
morning nnd swore out a warrant fori
Vance Dillon, his brother In law. vl
he alleged stable d tiltil severely With
the pre-- 1
a pocket knife ai 1
vinii night. When asked v. Iiv he had
waited so long to prefer the h uge
Mllb r gave no rery s ilisfac ory .k-planatlon. It Is believed that nil
sailant has left the city, and he cer- lalnly had pbtitv of time to get ft Way
before the mnttter was reported '
the i.ollce.
to MUtsr,
The assault, accortllng
took place at the corner of Bftcpndr
strict and Atlantic avenue, Dillon
slashed him clear across the back srith I
ft pocket knife, and stabbed him twc.
In the left shoulder and side, Irilllctlng
painful though not dangerous wounds
which were dressed later by I)r E
Wilson.
Miller lives on John stre t.
He says that Dillon ran after stabbing!
him, and claims that there was no j
provocation except that Miller Is seeking a divorce from his wife. Dillon's
slKter. on the ground of Infidelity. The.
police were unable to find Dillon
terdsy.
givA woman from Williams, AN
ing her name as Mrs. Swift, was fined
616 yesterday for soliciting
on the

.

SATURDAY

MATINEE

Do Your
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lit rests.
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carry the Finest Line of
Garden Hose in the City.

i
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 171
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

East Side Railroad Track. Albuauerque

Children under 12 FREE at
Park and on thn Street Car

NEXT SUNDAY

We

FOUNDRY

1

j

-

Iron and Brass Cantinea. Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Orate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts Tor Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
Milllu- - Machinery In Our Specialty

EyesTiouble You?

3gaHgaaaaaaV

BISFORM BIFOCUDS
--

1

aaaaaaaaaaaH

at 3 p. m. last performance of
Dr. Carver and diving horses.

Admission 25cts.
No Charging For
in

Seats

theGrand Stand

iff

I

I EXAMINE THEM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted Gnsr-nntffAbsolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

Graduate Optician
With II. Yanow
Hi It.

a Ave.

COMBINES

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS.
NOTHING TO BREAK
APART Oh? INTERFERE

6

WITH THE

SIGHT.

MANUFACTURED

HY

BEBBEJfc OPTIf AI.
ALBUQUERQUE

TMR

m

N.MfcX.

Friday. Jtrty

SLEEPING
OF

THE ALBUQUERQUE

13, ifKNI.

Gil

GREW MISS

W mk

SUDDENLY AWAK E

THIRTY-TW-

CELESTIAL

O

WE CAN

AND

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're w,ell aware that there are

PROVE IT
the Desired Results

TVyi'SS Lewis' hair was vary thin nnrl it was less thnn two feel n Irnglli wlirn
she began using Dnndcrinc
She snjs her hair and scnlj nrr now luirlv

in the City

teeming with new life and vigor.
That's the main secret n( this great remedy's

It cn- success as a hair (rower.
ivens. imigoratcs und (airly clactrifies the
and tisSUQS o( the
scalp, causing unusual and unhenrd-o- f activity on the part ol these two most impBn
organs,
in a

hair (llands

YEARS

IS MYSTERY TO HIM

resulting

strenuous and continuous arowth

of the hair.

Customs Commissioner W. Hancock, of air Robert HarTs staff In China, wfao was last stationed
at Yo
Chow, who has been thirty-tw- o
yeai-I- n
the service of the Celestial kingdom, and who is now on a two years'
Leave of absense, spent the day la
Albuquerque yesterday and left last
night for the City of Mexico. He arrived here from San Francisco, where
hp passed through the earthquake and
Are, losing all his luggage and effects
In the disaster.
Mr. Hancock, win
was horn In the north of Ireland, is ,i
hale old gentleman, whose hair and
beard have been whitened by man
winters, but who Is as full of energy
as a man of thirty. He talked to a
Morning Journal reporter last night on
conditions in the Chinese empire,
of which he has made a close
study for over a third of a century
And at the end of that and with ill
his experiences, the British official
confesses that he is only beginning t,
faintly realize how complex a problem
the yellow man is, und how little be
can understand of the westerner, even
afterr a life time of study.
Sir Robert Hart is inspector gcner'il
of customs in China, and has supervision of about forty treaty ports'. In the
majority of which Mr. Hancock has
served.
"I presume more pure rot," said the
veteran to the reporter last night, "has
been written by transient visitors and
n
conditions
globe trotters about
China than on liny other subject. lt
Is a favorite pastime with us old fel- lows In moments of relaxation to g; t
the latest book on impressions of China by some tourist and chuckle over it.
years close study of
After thirty-tw- o
the Chinese character I And that I am
to
beginning
only
understand it ano
that it is the must difficult thing

H

The following is a reproduction oí Miss Lewis' last

U

January

un-'re'-

,1,

1905.

Doctor KnowJton:
You know I told you in my first letter that my hi
not reach much below my shoulders, and that all ol
only made one tiny braid.
I
uin sending you my photograph, which I hud tal n nt Sic
Bros. It tells the whole story better (han I can tell it.
Everybody I know is usim' Danderine, so you sec I urn do
something to show my appreciation.
Sincerely yours, (Miss) EVA LEWIS

many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, c r some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.
Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price 50c, reduced to 25c.
Special line Boys' Caps at 25c; Children's Sailor Hats at 25c.
All Children's and Boys' Suits, 25 per cent off.
Special reduction of 15 per cent on Trunks and Valises.

Danderine

makes the scnlp healthy anil fertile and keeps it
It is the greatest scalp fertilizer and therefore the greatest
hair-producin- g
remedy the world has ever known
It is a natural food and a wholesome Medicine lor both the hair
and scalp.
Even
of it will
more

so.

oon-ditio-

the world for an American or
or other Occidental to com
prehend.
"When I left China I was Impressed
more than ever with the feeling that
the great empire may be a sleeping
volcano.
Take the boycott for instance. China Is so vast and there aro
so many millions of her people that
a movement started like that sets a
ball rolling which can never be
'stopped. The ripples of the movement
are still spreading through the remote
provinces and none can tell when it
will end. Another chief cause of
Is the burden of paying the Boxer
.indemnity, which Is divided anions
the eighteen provinces, many of which
had nothing to do with the uprising,
which began in Shantung. It will take
years to pay the
them thirty-nin- e
enormous sum demanded and the in- dangerous
breeding
justice of It is
things among the hordes in the outlying provinces.
"The rise of the Japanese is another big factor and one Which may Dti
consequent
fraught with grave
The Chinese have always called the
Japanese the "Dwarfs." Now that the
Japanese have thrashed the Russians
the Chinese say to themselves 'the
why not
Dwarfs can do such things, arrogant.
we?' Ami It makes them
The Chinese are beginning to Hunk.
What it will lead to, who can tell?
And thrv cannot see any difference beth.n
tween the laws and customs of can-nJapanese and themselves. They
na
western
whv
the
imHoratiind
tions Insist upon the privileges id to"
in China ana
law of
not In 'Japan, or why their code if;
baric laws Is not
torture and seml-htrusted by Europeans as Is the enllght- And lit
ened code of the Japanese.
the time they arc thinking, thinking.
"I think one of the worst features
of your American system is that youKlIOW politics to creep In where polltics has no business. Take the case
of Colonel Denby. the best minister
the United States ever had in China,
who had the situation at his lingers'
ends and who had attained the position of dean of the whole diplomatic
corps. I knew him well when I was
on Sir Robert Hart's staff in I'ekin
in 1898. Just at the crisis when he
was the man of all men for the placa
.
he was withdrawn.
"He had thirteen years' knowledge
of the Chinese and was loved and respected by all. When I asked him
why a new and inexperienced man
was sent to take his place he shrugged his shoulders anil said 'polities '
What a blunder to let politics crop
up at such a crisis."
hlsj
Mr. Hancock was hearty In
praise of Sir Robert Hart, with whom
M h;is been associated for a quarter
of a century.
"To show how complicated Is the
problem," he said, "take the Ian-- ,
guage foi instance. After thirty-tw- o
years I know or 40,000 characters In
the language. Sir Robert Hart knows
CO, 000.
That Is considered most remarkable for a European, Think of
It,
And strangers who spend a few
months In China and do not know
half a dozen of the hundreds of different dialects assume to write with authority on the Chinese."
Mr. Hancok's work has brought him
Into close contact with the mandarins and Chinese noblemen of
the
highest tdass as well as with the
grades
lower
and the fact that he
feels himself yet to be in Ignora net?
of the potentialities of the strange
Celestial shows faintly what the pron-le-
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LEWIS' HAIR

The Great Danderine Never Fails to Produce

AFTER

TOURNAL.

Danderine Surprised People!

CHINA MAY

er Hancock

MORNING

a 25c bottlo
put
genuine life in your hair than a gallon of
any other hair tonic ever made. It shows

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

results from the very start.

NOW at all druggists in three alies,
26 cents. 60 cents and S 1 . per bottle
s'",w now Q,Uickly Danderine acts
will send
a lurte mi tuple Irce hy letiirn
ny one who
sends this sdvertlfenient to Hie K now 1 ton Itan-iterln- e
Go,, riiii ato.wltii I heir uauic and address uiid 10 cents in
silver or stamps to pay postage.

CDCC

FlfCEi

Latest Photograph

of MISS EVA LEWIS

2572 Hamilton Avenue, Chicago

YUQUI

10

WARRIORS SENT
FAR

YUCATAN
(From the Blabee Review.)
W. R. Humphries, who was a business visitor In the city yesterday from

Paso has recently returned from
City of Mexico, where lie wet) to
procure sonic characteristic
photographs of that section of the country
for Collier's Magazine.
Mr. Humphries was present in the
Mexican capital at the time whcli a
band of TOO Yaquis were brought lli
from the Outlying: districts of Chihua-- I
hua and Sonora. He tells graphically
of the scenes attending the delivers
of the Indians to the federal authorl- El

tin-

tics.

"Some of the scenes," said Humphries, "were hea rtrendlng. Babes
and women pleaded In their simpo
Way for
chance to be kept with their
relatives but their wishes were little
heeded by the authorities.
"fiver 700 Yaquis under a heavy
guard of soldiery were brought Into
the city while I was there in a special
train on the Mexican Central.
"Among the prisoners were many
old men and women and a number ol
small children and hables.
"A party of about
forty of the
fiercest warriors of the race were kept

imillliHsálll PliPON

"'

Undef heavy guard durijig the entire
Journey, and additions
precautions
were taken when their train arrived in
the city.
"The prisoners wdll be taken in a
few days to Yucatan, where they will
be nut to work on the haciendas with
others oT their race Who have been
sent there before them. They seemed
to have stood the journey to the Cily
of Mexico well, notwithstanding the
fai t that the cars in Which they were
brought in were densely packed With
their human burden."
Mr. Humphries left last evening for
Tucson, where he goes to confer with
the board of trade of that city, with
whh h bodv he has the contract to
publish a pamphlet extolling the virtues of the Old I'ucblo as a health ana
winter resort.

IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.

To rent for a term of years, the
new and beautiful residence property,
containing about twenty rooms, in the
finest location In the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-mart

ranch, Attractive grounds and
surroundings.
Also tetl additional
rooms in contiguous cottages if desired. Ample stables, and outbuilding-;- .
Apply on premises or address Mrs
Henry Lockhart, Albuquerque, X. M. tl
If you need a carpenter, telephone
11.
Auto. Phone 580.

lie soldi

T1IK ALISl OI FROI E BOWLING
ALLEYS API) OPEN PROM MORNING DNTIL MIDNIGHT. TRV vorn
HAND AT BOWLING.
IT IS GOOD
EXERCISE. CARL HOLMAN, MGR.

MILLIONAIRE LEPER
TRAVELS IN SPECIAL Tl UN

i

The Soda Thirst

I

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS
R a. kes. Plows,

Lighting Hay Press

It Has come und we were never
belter able to entertain It.
Treat your throat at
our beautiful fountulu.

Wealthy Minor Goes In I'.urone Seek
Relief From Rrcid Disease
m. Singas of
mpanled by his
El Paso this Biorn
iieolal
train from the west
Mev- - Eu- Ico City, whence be
101
says
P
rore,
the
i iwlng to the faci th at St
agí. Mr. Blngaa becam W some
accountable way afflict
with lepro- By, it was necessary t'or him to obtain
X EW- S
ial permission tros
tile t'nlt id
states government efore crossing the
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL
'mission was given
border at Xaco.
for him to come lit ougli this count i y
AMERICAN BEAUTY
from iaco to Bl
Mr. Blngas Is a n Hlonalrc of Cuay-e- r
CHERRY BISTERS
mas, being the ow
of large (nines
ami plantations in sonora.
.
Corner Hrsr Street and Copper Avenue.
Since his unfortu ati
let ion With
the disease overvth ng that medical
skill on this side f the water could
do has been dune for his relief, but
Beer
is making
now going to
without avail, and he
Europe to place him If under the
care of specialists, ríe accompanied
by his family pjtyslcll
Dr. Alfred
Caturegh.
Eating of s sleep-ca- r
A special train
er. a coach and a b(
carrying the
baggage, brought th Blngas family to
L CO
this city. The Pullman ( t was at-- n W. L.
tached to the regular Mexl
Pent ral LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER
this morning for Mexico City. Na
STABLES
other members of the family an attiieted with tin dlseasi
First Class Turnonts at Reason
able' Rates.
I KES GOOD COLD
BOOT BEER
Old Phone 21 COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
New Phone 122.
AT WALTON'S BRl'O STOKE.

FIGPRE WITH 01

i

J. KORBER.

&

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

(

The

O'RIELLYS

that

Milwaukee Jealous

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

TRJMBLE

Pilsener Beer

,

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292

THE ECONOMIST

ai

Albuquerque's

Brightest and Best Store

THE DAYLIGHT STORK

SPECIAL SALE OF CHILDREN'S WEAR
A Boon to Mothers!
American women.

Children's Underwear at Prices less than you would have to pay for the materials. All made in a sanitary factory by clean
Seams felled and some double stitched. Look at the illustrations and the prices, We give them exactly like these illustrated.
In this assortment will be found garments to fit children from Í to 14
years of age. All good muslin. All well made. We will also place on
sale a big lot of Drawers and Corset Covers, just received, at prices less
fln
than you can buy the material to make them of, from 1 9c each and up
G arme n1s

better

Any

Garment
in this

19c for any

tine

made than

of these fine styles

these

(10

at

25c

l0

linn

Is.

k says that two years'
or more leave of absenco once in a
while is not inore than Is necessary to
recuperate from the effects of the Chinese i límate. He expects to return In
a llttlo leas than two years to resume
his work.

Mr, II.

701

631

110

Hest Values e)er offered
--

Ruptist Young People in Session.
Omaha. July 12. The fifteenth International convention of the Baptist
Young People's Union of America, opened at the Auditorium thin morning
In
with I, t00 delégate
attendance.
The attendance Ik expected to he Intó
S.0ÜU
tomorrow.
creased

50M

at 29c

in

loo

BL
Kill. RUY
ABSOLUTELY
PIRE.
KUNEST MEYERS & CO., lili W.
SILVER AVENUE.
OLD

VIRGINIA

IHtWDV.

Look oni for the rainbow on Mono
lain Hond liuminy niul.i. Will lie
ween "t Thirteenth and Monomio
Road.

8TOP AT THE WniTE ELEPHANT OSf VOIR WAV ROME AND
TRY A GLASS OF Ml'NCIIENKR-1IO- F
IS
ISR.ll BEER.

NEW MEXICO
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Life This

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan

rgor-Groa-

ton-Gro- se

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on

The clever lock toaptny which
17
1906
ha- - Ihtii
playing at the CMino fur
yesterhtiiuls
MVt rul m i'ks changed
EXPECTED 10 GET A WARM
e
f Dm
B
day
Instead
It
will hereafter be
company
stock
THE
LOCALS
FROM
RECEPTION
stock
known as the Leigh
coraoany. LyiUan Lelghiton, the lead- ,
T ...
organization laKoy.
- in lady with ti, iU1K
H?l
ll'MIl
r.lKS t.
THttll rjl t..n...
the nwtiajmnent bpth
geic. ana Southern California .s .x- - over
!!)
with
being no lunger
'B
peeled o arrive in Albuquerque this ,inialli.,atiim
Russell J. Grose
Mr.
H.
r
and
morning on their way to the bit; KIM' u,n
busncs iii.iii:iki stage Mr.
dlrec- reunion in Dei. ver whieh opens Mon- - w. Byrne takes chaírate as
We are gig to spare no effortday morning. The lust tram bearing tor.
company one of tieone hundred ami live antlercd one, to make. the . emtttmt ,, the road."
accompanied 07 gald Miss Knighton to Ihc Morning
from Los Ang-le- s.
sent today
sixty-fiv- e
ladle, will arrive here at Journal yesterday. "I have
tin- latest
9 35 this morning and a large delega- - for new stock play v.
thgt can be se-moat
turn of the local lodge is expected to
tO lav. an en- to mee, the visito, cured, and We Intend
beat the station
list of spec- new
ttnaUw
and
Urrt
.p.,.e
a while
The visitors will stop for
f
a
( mm,--.
taking
alt.es
In
at this point and the Albuquerque
a to
8 Man
inl
the
M
company
a
do
to
the
chance
!
Etta will have
.he KroUnda
"I- - the theater,
honors to the Callfornlans.
st
In IM
The latter .topped over al the Und plkce themeverythtng
..,,fTc
(
Grand Canyon, where a grand ball wia dltlon. and do
w Jbi.
in their honoi at El Tova r hotel retain and increase the
given
A
oi.piei que
patronage
p..
Vv
oí
,..a... .1.1,1
that
for.,
him. .lass
New clean. spa'kUug atttae-somt- the Santa afford
the Grand Canyon, how. ver.
I
.. .....i;., r.i.
l.
lions are what we are 'ift'i'
i.k..
In the
people
heal
to
the
please
thing
B
thirteen mii.s north of William and
the whole train was derailed. 400 fee city, and we Intend to do it. has
Lelghton
Miss
The
vivacious
no
being
plowed
but
olio
tip
of track
come a I. rime favorite with A Itoi'l'ii qua theatergoers since she has jeeen
Orilcr'-- . Prosperous
oudiiion.
Showing a membership of but 192 appearing at the Casino, and the U' V s
names less than a quarter of a million that the company is now under ner
members the annual r port of Fred management will be received by tXie
Robinson, grand secretary of the public with entire .satisfaction..
"Escaped from sing Blng" drew sj
grand lodge. B. 1' (i Klks has heeii
completed and made public. The re- goood crowd last night In spite of the
port shows evidence ol steady growth threatening weather and the clever
and improvenient In .!. various lodgei play was well received.
2:18. Pace. . Surburg's Grain Plug Cut Tobacco stake
sfnnn.wi
Charles C. Hcrger left last night
of the country throughout the p t
year and contains much matter of in- with his wife for Colorado Springs
Trot, t arnation Cream Stake
$1,01)11.1)1)
3:20
terest to the members of the order after disposing of his Interest in 111"
&
Seal
Face.
Mnrt
Chandon's
Champagne
2:13
White
$1,000.00
stake
In Albuquerque.
stock company.
:();
Face. Mitchell Wagon Stake
$t,00IMKI
The report shows that at the date oft
iuance. July 1. there w.re 221,808
SCHOOL
members in good tan. ling, an Increase OLD ALBUQUERQUE
of 2 7. .".'. 7 during the paal lodge year
in-1
There were In all 88,017 member
Itlated luring the year, but 8,430
BOARD APPOINTS NEW
membere w. re stricken from the rolls
through death or ...her can: . Nine lodges now have mure than'
Half-mil- e
1, Ml members. Denver
lodge
being
one of those which paaaad the mark
in the last year.
At the Joint meeting of the board
The school hoard of old Albuquerof grand trust.. - and the hoard .f que
the appointments
governors held at Buffalo, July t. of yesterday made
the teachers for that district for the
1905. It was agfeeed that the grand, ensuing
Ball
Those chosen are a
secretar) be empowered to balancvj follows: term.
Miss Lydla McCreedy, prln- Big
on
up the hooks of the home. and.aKi rtpal; atlases una Bchupp, Bkwwhe
agreed t li;t t tin
k of the home Perklna, Delores Arratjo, and Anna
be k. pt by the grand lecretary, giv- All" n. Places wi le also offered to wc
many
ing Hiat nfflelnl
duties hitherto others who have not yei given their
not coming within his province
answ er.
The report shows (he order to be hi
Coulrty Superintendent A. B, Btroup
the most satisfactory financial condi- returned yesterday from a visit to Sotion, as well ms showing an immense corro on business connected with his
In his haste ly someone was aware of the action
made, good hifl escape.
Counter Sales Rooks.
amount of relief work done during th" school work.
on the part of Gilmore. An entrance
8,80 in Ihe cash .irawer.
overlooked
he
.
year At the time f the earthquake
We arc in a position now to handle
conven
fur
The suneiintciidcnt
game
was
was
building
nosed,
forced
into
the
between
After the roulette
In San Francisco the many lodges
if lence lias completed the following list
orden for counter sales books.
a. in., and your
o'clock, Mr. Gilmore, the hours of a. in. and
me of the s. iiooi directora of the various Shortly after
Elks were among the t is. t
( all us up
and we will be pleased I
Mig
or
placed
.stolen.
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hank
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proprietor
to the front, contributing a grand to- districts of Hi tialilK) OUnt)
copies
you
give
estimates.
Automatic 'phou
was
money
The
a
burglary
bar,
In
discovered
when
behind
the
locker
the
tal of 1 101.1 40.80 In Cash, anil sup- of which he has on flic:
instead of in the safe. This, action the bartender arrived to open the sa- 1Ü8.
plies, and It - believed thai several
s.
District 1, precim t 1. San Jose,
II.
Llthgow
& Co.,
I
taken to enable Ihe early moi n- loon. The officers were notified but
Was
thousands of dollars more were con- line ArniiJ". Rafael Can ia.
.
. l.tr
'
tu..
no
so
been
111," H'
Evident
have
arrests
made.
far
OJM
lllg
Bookbinder.'Building.
.lllll
l"
Journal
tributed by individual members Ol 'he Hahadr. district , precinct 8, Los
Klks. und of which no record was Griegos. Andrés ilutieriez, Jesus Zake;.t.
mora. Fiedlo (riego; dlatrict 3.
3. Alameda,
The receipts of tin lodge from all
(eronimo Cache. ...
during the year exceeded Manuel Caraba Ja, Miguel TruJltio;dla
smin
tiMe of the previous year by 1101.- - trlcl 4. precinct 4, It ds Albuquerque.!
BfO.JO.
The lil t revenue over the m l PMmttlVO Lucero, Blas Garcia. Teles-fo- r
Garcia; district 5. prei im t 5. B&
eirjienses for the year amount! to
:17. oí which amount neatly j.'.a.-oolelas. .1. A. Cuna. S. S. Gilbert. Sinow in the
mon Tafoya; district G, precinct fi. Pa'.ilil. rut. i earth
dillas, Vidal Chaves, Fstanislado Paquake fund.'
The comparative statement of ex- Idllla, Jose ('hues y Apodaca; district
penses shows a material decrease in 7 precinct 7. Ban Antonio. Charles
W hile
Kemp, Darlo Gutierres
expense in many departments
Juan Al-- .
R. de
there has been an Increase in tin ex- Iguln; district !i preclnoi
penses of some of the committees, the Atriseo. Mira bou Sanchas, Policarplo
amount of all is considerably less than Arml o. .lose de la Lúa Armljo; dis.
triel in. preclncl 10. füacoboaa, Modeslast year.
The social feature of tin order h i to Montoya, Filomeno Mora. Aurelia
s
: !
Rael; district II. precinct II. Fajardo.
Open tin leasing until now it has com
,
:
la; almost
dominate
the ordet Manuel Fina. .1 V Hubbell, Dona-It, precinct
'fTn re are now over Tea bulges havtnq eigne Lobato; district
did Albuquerque, Jesus RoThe aggregate valthe . lull feature
Joseph
mero
Werner. Thomas Duran
ue of lodges owning (heir own build14, precinct it. Ban Ignacio,
ings ni. I furnishings is ovei six and a district
ODO VESTS, WORTH UP TO $2.00 cnAranda,
Nicolas Herrera, Iter-- I
Pedre
PAIRS OF SHOES, WORTH O
quarter million dollars
H.
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A
The Denver News Sa- In
each,
sale
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this
from KM to $4.00 per pair, at
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I
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Andreai
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ear-naarmy
vast
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bargains
one
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ad.
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this
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a good pair of shoes,
Saturday, arrived yesterday, than precinct IS, San AntonltO, Don niino
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over, rroin suits, which tWgeli al 60 cents each.
anee at the convention will If anyMat-tibig bargain. G
make, all sites, worth up to
thing b. larger instead of smaller Iha'l precimt 13, ki Cedro, Ferecto
Some arc out of (30.00 suits, Worth 18.00, but We
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Jose
Carlos
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Cxpected. Is that Instead of cama nano further use for them. Take 'em at..50o
4.60, We will put them oul at, per pair. .'.S. 73
hue
:t.',. pie, nut
M
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inuila.
I'.dro
tions being received for rooms ,t ho 'ch.iv.s. Dnnactano Martillea, Nlcanoi
lei. as Is usually Ihc case before a
How about a nice Fancy Vcst7
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men t and have about oul the price in two.
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.s a special
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS je

I

FAIR

MISS LYLLIAN LEIGHTON TAKES

Hundred

IITVIA
liriir
HEW JHCAllU

TERRITORIAL

MANAGEMENT

TO DAY

Friday. July IS, 1900.

llI

Purses for Horse Races

$10,000

Puises for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

I

sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
FOR SALE Ata sacriflceail "my
thoroughbred White Rocks and Minor- lea chickens; also Homer pigeons. R.
S. Elwood, jlOtf N. Eleventh st.
jl
four-rooFOR SALE Modern
house. T. 10. (largan. ;'.f7 X, Twelfth ; t
FOR SALE. Horse, buggy andhar- tf
ness, cheap. 702 West Coal ave.
gasoline
SALE A
all complete. J. F. Palmer,
tf
First st.
FOR SALE Soda lountain. T. jT
To ham.
tf
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
hup 'es at AlbuuuerQue Carrlaare Co.
FOR RENT.
Ft IB RENT
Furnished room with
bath. 602 S. Arno.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished trout room
.11,!
with bath. 414 N. Fourth st.
flOR RENT Rooms and board, hon
N. Twelfth st.
j2 8
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping, $S up. 417 W. Silver av
I' ill;
Sheep range to lease,
RENT
fine grass, unfailing water, patented
lands; located in Sierra, county. Address G. C. Miller, Hillsboro, Nefl

-

(

t

FOR RENT Furnished room. 512
st.
tf
FOR RENT
Furnished modern
house; also furnished rooms. Inquire
after 5 o'clock at 514 W. Coal.
tf
FOR RHNT
Storage
ooin for
wool, furniture, etc. Large building.
E. W. Fee.

RENT
Modern
furnished
rooms. 5D0 South Second St., upstairs.
W. V. Futridlo.
if
FOR REN V
Pleasant furnished
rooms ;,t ,'jtr, s Third st.
tf
1'Oil KENT Furnished rooms liv
i no iiav. week or month,
also rooms
for licht housekeening
Eva
Flaming. 113 West Lend Mrs.
ave.
tf

:
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Boys' Department
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Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier

bldg.
Two good Japanese
WANTED
cooks want position for any class of
cooking. Address A. B. C. Journal.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 379.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
WAXTKD
25 extra saneepeonle.
Apply Monday. B. llfeld & Co.
WANTED
Girl tor general housework. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings.
80S Copper avenue.
tf
WANTED
Saleswoman, young,
must be experienced, and be able to
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
right person. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable need apply.
Write and send references immediately to the John Becker Company,
Bc-Je- n,

Now Mexico.

STORAGE.
AWAY THIS

waxmtbd To rent

by two adults;

U, Journal.

no sickness.

hous.
AddrcM

LOS- T- l.adh light green jacket on
Railroad avenue Wednesday. Return
this office and receive reward.

to

LdS- T- At Traction park Fourth .f
July, diamond ring with three stones,
tWO diamonds and rnliy in center. Finder will receive suitable rewaril hy returning to Wm. Hall. Traction park, or
Aloruntg

R. W.

Journal
,N. ATl't

office.

I

R N EY S.

i. BRYAN
Attorney

at Law.
Office In First Ntitloi.a! bank bulld- rig. Albuauerque. N. M.
PIIYSKJIANS.
DR.'R. L. HUST
Room
N. T. ArlmlJo Blda.
Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical
Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
.
Trained nurse In attendance.
Roth "phones.
DR. J. K. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
HomeoDathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH
Practice Limited
Evo. Ear. Nose. Throat.
.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coasl
lines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
jÍ2!iLfeOoJ 2
in., 1.38 to 8 n. ik)r
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods comnnnv.
Automatic Phone 272: Colorado, 154.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. 8.
Offices: Arlmilo block, onnoslte Gol.
den Rule. Office hours. 8:8
a, m. to
12.30 n. m.: 1:20 to 6 v. m. Auto-un: telephone 462.
Annolntmnnts
made by mail.
Olllce Closed Untll July 'A.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist,
Auto Phone 681.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
iearnard and Llndemann.
.

t

j

.

m

ftRCHITECTS.
SUMMER?
Pianos, stoves, furniture, etc.. stored f. w. simon;er
IV.
O.
WALL1NGFORD
safely. Rales reasonable.
The SeArchitects.
curity Warehouse and Improvement Rooms 46
and 47. Harnett dulldlng.
Co. ónices, Grant block. Ilolh plumes.
Roth 'Phones.
GOING

.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.
OLD VIRGINIA BLACKBERRY
BRANDY,
ABSOLUTELY.
PURE. J. R. FAR WELL
......
',
Civil
ERNEST MEYERS A CO., I to W . IN.om 23. X.
T. ArmllQ 'blllMltlff
8IL ER AVENUE.

-

opens up with bargains that are unparalleled

820 S. Second st

FOR

G

weeK of the Green Tag Sale

oad ave.

N. Second

Sales! Everybody Cries Special Sales!
the second

tf

FOR RENT Rooms for hojis';-- !
keeping. Corner of Sixth st. and Rail-- ;

11

Yet withall,

ot

188. City.

.

I

r

100-fo-

pro-cln-

n

j

HirTT.
Three
furnished
0r housekeeping. 110 South
jgokSwiay.
j13
FOR RENT -- Two rooms for light
housekeeping. GIG W. Coal,
FOR RENT
store room
on West Gold avenue. Address Box
FOR

rooms

I

82,-I'l- jn

j

Mexico.
Ft i R RENT. Furnished Vent í'sTñTi
per month. Apply 702 q Coa.
tf
RENT.
FOR
ree furnished
rooms with moiU'iri conveniences. 213
South Arno.

,

.

I

i

i

1

Colo.
WANTED
Bright boy
over 15
years of age to learn the bookbinding
trade. H. 8. Llthgow & Co., Journal

nvo-hor-

CARNIVAL TO REIGN AL L THE TIME

p.

HKI.P WANTED.
WANTED Big monev
made selling our trees. Write for
terms. Western Nursery Co., Denver,

Acr,.i

salt:

I

1

MALE

3l
Road.
EOF SALE Good saddle horse, 6i:i
BTarqu itte ave.
FOR SALE) Lot; cheap if sqld
24 B. Second st.
once.
POR
small ranch, (dose In;
! adobe houses at a bargain If sol l
tf
at once. 123 S. Third st.
drop-hea- d
Singer
SALE
FOR

Cowboy Relay Races Ladies'
Race
Manoeuvers by United States Troops
Baby Show
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma
Carnival Attraction, with Twenty
Shows
the Streets

TEACHERS

FKOHiSSlOWAL.

salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as S10.00 rand as high as 8200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
vear given. Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
unship
tickets to and from all
st"
Darts of the world.
TDK HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Kooms 3 end 4. Grant Blda.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Ralroad Avcnnc.
EOR SALE
Young Jersey cow,
FOR SALE
fresh. N. Fifth St north of Mountain

UNDERTAKERS.
IRY
GLASS OF MVNCHENER-MO- F A. BORDERS
HUM BEER AT THE WHITE
City Undertaker.
ELEPHANT,
ir H.'j'k (ir white hearsa
Kftft
r
men ial ci,,b Hulldlng. Auto'tel'ephone"
Territory of New Mexico. County of 81; Colorado red 116. Albuquerque!
New Mexlc w
perna.11110, in (lie District court.
MOnteil
i Trust Company ami Sydney Eugene Abel, executors id lite
BAKERIES.
estate or D. J. Abel, deceased, plaintRRlCAD. FIES AND CAKES DE- -.
iffs.,
cored to anv nart oí
ding cakes a sneclalty;the city, wedvs.
N Hailing. Plonee"
William Harper and lam Harper, his Kl?,"'6 y n
South Kir'-- t street.
wife, and J. F. HarcoUTt, Tin lee.
Defendants,
No. 7i3t.
Notice of Stilt.
To William Harper and Lot I Harper,
his wife, and J. F. Ilarcourl, Trus- fteal
and Loans,
ice. defendants:
You are hereby notified thai a suit
Fire Insurance,
has been begun in the district conn
Bonds.
of Bernalillo county, New Mexco, by
the Montoaima Trust Company anil
8l3Vi South Second street.
Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of the
Automatic 'I'lioiie 338.
laal win muí testa mem of the estate
FOR SALE.
of D. .1, Abel, deceased, against you
TOO
-- room.
2 -- Story
brick; hath,
us defendants, for the purplse of re- Micellar,
electric lights ccmeril walks
covering a judgment against William
on highlands, .close in.
Harper for the sum of eight thousand
brick: bath, electric
(js.nno) dollars, principal, together I 860
lights, bant, shade trees; VV. Tijeras
With Interest thereon from the 3rd tjaj
'
'ose
hi.
of January, 1806, at the rale of eight
new brick cottage
per cent per annum ami ten per cent $2.0(10
Eighth st.; adobe tiutbaildingti.
of the amoUnl to be found due, as
fees, provided by said note ta 13,100 4 room modern brick cottage;
bith, electric lights! good location.
he paid, and to foreclose thai cerhrhtk cottage; bath
tain deed or trust, dated the 3rd day 83,100
el' Ctrl,, ligbis; N, Second si.; $8.10
of June, lDfir,. executed by William
cash, balance on lime at 8 per cent.
Harper and Lou Harper, his wife, to
J. F. Hmrcourt, Trustee, recorded In 11.85(1
brick cottage, good
lienta, lot 50x142. in Highlands.
Vol. 12. page 1117 of the records 01
Bernalillo county, upon lot 13 In 83,100
lnlck cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
block No. fifteen (Ll) of the New
Mexico Town Company addition to the 84.000 Two good
houses, 5 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
City of ArbOquerque, New Mexico, givhouses; close In; N. Sixth street.
en to segure the payment of said mile,
and for a decree, ordering Ihe sale of 82, 250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
said properly to satisfy, pay off and
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubdischarge the Indebtedness evidenced
bery. Fouth ward.
by maid hole, and also the attorneys
fees (herein provided to be paid, and $2,200
flume dwelling, oa
(ortier close In, lot 76x142, fine
also for costs of suit; and thai an or- Ider for service by publication haa
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property
been made In said cause.
for
You are further notified that unless
sale.
you enter your appearance in s,,,i Some good ranches far sale close te
city.
cause on or before the Mh day of September, 1808, the plaintiffs will apply $2,6o0
brick cottage, bath,
to the court for tho relief demanded
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 80s
142; N. Second street.
in their complaint.
j 1,300
W. E. DAME. Clerk.
(Seal)
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high locaE. L. MKDLER. Attorney for PIITh.
tion.
Fostofliec uddress,- Albuquerque,
$2,000
N. M.
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; s. Arno street
$1.0011
frame cottage, bath,
Business Wllhout System
electric lights, close in, easy terms.
Is like a ship without a rudder. T ie
4 double houses,
close In. Inmodern systetn.tlzer Is the Isse-- l.eai $6,600
come $80 per month; a 'good Invest.Methods. They can be adapted to anv
ment.
Half cash, balance on time at
business, large or small. Sheets can
8 per
be ruled to suit your needs. Full out- $2,600 cent.
frame, bath, electri
fits furnished. Call us up und we ear
lights, trees, shrubbery. lot 76x142,
show you the advantages
of using
Fourth ward.
loose leaf devices.
$1,800
frame, near hopa
II. S. Llthgow ft Co..
32.700
frame dwelling with
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
modern conveniences; well built, 8,

A.
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THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNXE.

Friday. July IS. ltM.

BELIEVES

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.

YOUNG

Mrs.

n viv

If we fail in one plan we have twtf

t

others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.
In the 'meantime better
select some of those choice 50-fo- ot
lots in the

IS
MR

PAGE

!

FROM HOME

Golf

Trace of
LAST HEARD

Searching

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

For

AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

Twelve-Year-Ol- d

OF

IN

Office

CITY

OF MONTEREY

MEXICO

119

South Second Street

First National Bank Building

longed, saying: "Who neighbored the yan'a pilgrim. He hedges right away.
unfortunate man?'" To this, of course,. He can love his neighbor, if be is al- lowed to define the term neighbor.
there could be but one answer:
rid of all racial prejudice and
fellow,
that,
and
sellishness. loved his
Jesus does not himself dellne the
too, In none of th
sentiments lisni term neighbor; but by tin example. Irwhich etherealleed hi sighs and tears resistible in its charm, he soows'that
c, un subjective state of heart which make
and flourish of lavcnder-scei.teMADE
brie, but materialized in wine. oil, und a man neighbor lo all his fellows.
peace, a saddle ana ,i coucn.
Divine religion has its mark in that
And Christianity which falls short
in this test is unworthy of the nama it is epitomized with extraordinary
thou
"Do
likewise." facility. The acribes heaped up green
of Him who said.
Save for my daily tange
Analysis Key.
$
casuistical burdens for men's backs.
1. A pearl of a parable.
Among the pleasant lields of Holy
Their prohibitions and positive preWrit,
Greatest in, the strand in soma cepts were fairly bewildering and InTennyson.
I might despair.
respects.
terminable. Itut Jesus sweeps them
2. Circumstances' under which spo
The International Sunday School
all aside, puts instead of them one j
ken.
word. Love.
SHERIFF 1IRED OF FOOLING IN
Lesson.
Freedom of Orient il audienc- Third Quarter. Lesson HI. Luke x,
And by chame there came down fcJ
July 15, litO'i.
.
THE MIRABAL MURDER CASE
A question interjei-tcilThe Good Samaritan,
concurrence, a better definition could
Only a dialectic gauntlet.
Another pearl In the lovely ami
Jesus' skill. Takes man on his not be given: not. indeed, of provt--1
own
round.
dence, which Is a heathen abstractioh
it is becoming more and more evi- priceless strand of our Lord's thirty-threHas his answer his own ques- for which Hie Bible lias no equivalent,
dent every day that the persons most
parables, one of unusual size.
tion.
but for ihe concrete reality of God's
closely connected with the fatal stab- weight, and luster, claims our AttenDecline of practical religion reproviding. He provides through tt
tion.
affray
Albuquerque
bing
knot
in Old
vealed.
concurrence of circumstances, all in
is hard for us Occidentals to apit
vs.
Love
Dialectics.
themselves natural and in the succes
all about the circumstances of the preciate the license taken by Oriental
upon sion of Ordinary causation (and this
S. Dialectical
refinement
Miraba!,
are
and
murder of Pedro
audiences in the midst of public dis'neighbor'' attempted.
distinguishes it from the miracle,) but
w itholding
their know ledge to Bhteln course. They express their approval
Jesus responds with the incomthe concurring of which Is directed
Hie criminal.
man.
only
by
not
or dissent
facial and
parable parable.
and overruled by him. And this helps)
Mrs. Miraba! widow "f the victim of ual gesture, but by audible word. Disus to out aside those coarse tests to
Term nHghbor not defined.
the mysterious Stabber and Miss Juan cussions spring up among the auditors
Subjective state which makes It the reality of prayer and of the direct
missing.
ita Lucero, with Whom Mlrabal danc- and the speaker often lias a running
man neighbor to everyone Irule of Coil which men some time
Last June Mrs. Coff received a let- ed shortly before he received his death accompaniment of comment. So it
propose. Such stately ships ride no
llustrated.
L.
ter from Mrs. A.
Hale of Monterey, wound were examined by the officers was no novel thing that In the ntldsi
7. Terse application.
Luke x.
in such shallow
waters..
Mexico, saying that her son was there, in the court house yesterday.
of Jesus' discourse the voice of n.
"Do thou llkew tse
Bdersnelm n. 23s.)
from which It is though! thai the boj
The moment Miss Lucero took the 'teacher of the Jewish law rang oul,
The Teacher's Lantern.
liad made a clean breast of it lo the Stand II w is evident that there was
Rabbi, what, shall I do to Inherit
To this day a public speaker In the
PABST BLUE RIBBON, AMERIWoman, telling her his real name, and an understanding betweeen her and eternal life,?"
east needs to be ready at repartee. He
FINEST BEER. ERNEST MEYthat In had run off. Mis. Hale cared Mirabel's widow. The latter as the
It was a mere dialectic gauntlet Is target for questions which, if he CA'S
I IB.
for him several days, and arranged tot questions were asked Miss Lucero, tossed at Jesus' feel. The schoolman cannot answer or foil, he instantly ERS ft CO.. SOLI AGENTS,
SILVER AVENUE.
A
Dave mine remain a I tier house wnen nodded or shook her head warnlngly. would fain convert thai Perean roadauditors.
his
prestige
with
loses
he disappeared again in company with and the girl looked lo Mrs. Mlrabal way into an arena where hr could dis- missionary in the Rcts of Bombay
Every Little Itii Helps
the alleged brother.
Elmer Coff at for a "tip" before answering. "It Is play his hardihood and skill with hta was getting on fatuously wilh his
that time was traveling under the evident these women know a lot more logical lance. He should at least be hearers until a piindir passing called Bul the use of special ruled blanks
name of Louis De Bona.
"The man wh. and hooks In your office work helps a
about the matter than they will tell,' given the benefit of a dOUbl of having out contemptuously:
Mrs. Coff wrote to the chief of police said Sheriff Arml.to yesterday, "and I any special knlmosty against Jesus. invented illuminating gas did mofe for "big bit." .Never though) of it'.' Juil
to
S.n
things
sa.
had
lost
their
red
In Kl Paso, who wrote in reply that believe the best thing to do Is to swear
him
the world than vollr Jesus!" The mis- try It. Give us your ideas and we will
were sion iry retorted:
Law and prophets
he had turned the letter over lo the out a warrant for Mrs. Mlrabal and credness.
''When thai man be pleased to draw up the plans for
Chief of police at Monterey, and thai let her decide whether she would rath- only an armory for wit and subtlcry. comes to die he will send for a gas books and blanks and give estimate!.
The Master takes him upon his own filter.
every olTort would he made to local
suppose." The speaker inore
H. s. Litbgow .v Co.,
er tell than go to Jail. I am positive
the, missing boy.
and these women both could Incriminate gound. "Thou art versed In the law. than regained his audience.
His father
Bookbinders,
Journal Untitling.
mother arc greatly alarmed for fear Mirabais murderer in a moment f Mayhap you have an answer in th
text box of your own phylactery?"
that they will never get further trace they would."
The lawyer saw an opportunity to
T'Ihlawyer's response Is quick and op- air his erudition -- to tempt Ibis Influ- SOUTHWESTERN ELECT!! IC N!
of the small boy or get him home
to Sabinal.
Deputy
fines
CO,
CONSTRUCTION
suone
sees
how
As
a
posite.
in
Rash
RJTttln,
ential rabbi into Ihe mazes of cunning
OPPOSITE NEW POSTOFFICE
Deputy Sheriff Tot Inblo Ciiiterre. perior the religion of the old covenant dialectics and subtle casuistry,
in
fl is understood that the fellow wilh
l 11 N'EU
CALL WD SEE US IN
the crippled hand lias turned up and left lasl night for Sabinal, a few mile-- was to the current religion of Juda- which he honed to uñare him, ano
is also industriously seeking his 'lost below Helen, to arrest If possible Jose ism, They had ceased to lie Identical. thus elevate himself in public esteem, EST ABL1 SUMEN T FOB FANS, FIXTURES AND SUPPLIES.
Urbano as a suspect in connection The religion of Cod was hive, but Ihei
router as tic cans ino ooy.
Mon religion of Pharisaism was a narrow-am'Hi, question Is DSjS'
to
Do
The Coffs have been living In Al- - wilh lb'- stabbing of Mirabál.
Inherit:
cold system of dialectics.
tano is the min who worked at the
huiiueripie three years or more.
no the false notion thai eternal Hfe
The lawyer, conscious of his Inabil- r.l
American lumber mills, whose place
Is no consciousis of winks.
in
its
ity
full
to
be
law
breadth. ness of human Thir
i
inability and guilt. The
VIRGINIA BLACKBERRY was given lo Mlrabal, and who was would keep
re
H. M
hfs
fain
Pharisaical
enter
heard lo threaten thi' dead man. He
pitre. was
known Wtltlt
ltitwnv. absolutely MB
upon
It in the question, lawyer would not have
filially located al Sabinal yester- finement
V.
EKNKST MEYERS & CO..
means
thai
Jesus hah
CITY SCAVENGER
day and ihe deputy accordingly seni "Who Is my neighbor?"
"Lay your deadly doing down.
SUA Bit AVENUE.
Whether he will driven the matter home to nhis heart,
lo apprehend him.
All down at Jesus' feet."
olid and t'oai
Office: ('
off with
but he win dextroutly fond
be foipid there remains lo be seen.
Jesus finds the pledgH
his dialectic
17
A uto Ph, un II
Colo. I'liotte
BADGER HUNT MAKES SANTA
Bui the lawyer duds Ihe way of
i R d
www of eternal life in tile subjective state; gallty
c n r i is m i
cat
t ni and forbidding a.
li
as
begs
to
the
dodger
know
this religious
GRAPE .H'ICE.
I.
MEYERS & CO. BOLE objective status of those toward whom
they tire
If
Is
himself.
to
exercise
he
AGENTS. ID! V. SILVER AVENTE.
FE YARDMASTER A
Jews and friends he will love them.
eeeeoei-eAeeeeMore than that the parti librases,
TO EX HURT SAN .MAN
of Pharisaism do
I MS I I I' AT EAST! UN
and what-not- S
not require of him.
At this point the wldeness and purColorado M o I'l'iis lo Cull Special
ity of tile love Which God instills 111
Exhibition Car.
professor W ilier c. BrartdenbUTg "f l,K penitent and trustful soul Is
(From the Wilmington Mail.)
(lashed out in one of the most Incom
N. II. George, s.uiia r'e yardmaater the Colorado stale commercial assolias taken a layoff of three weeks and ciation spent a couple of days in parable parables thai ever dropped
gone to Nevada to develop a gold min- - Ka rniinglon the (list oT Ihe week in even from the Hps of Hint who spake
Now is the time to take that trip back home. Take advantage
big claim which he has there. There teresting the people in an advertising as never man did. story
notable,
was
of
site
the
The
o! I he low rates to the east. 1 ickets
by
being
promoted
is
nlerprisc that
Is quite a story back of his going.
pcrsonae,
say
not
to
t
the
notorious:
equip
is
to
plan
The
minhis association.
an old
d
Mr. George
on sale at special reduced rates for
farm wounded traveler, a priest, a Lcvlt.
er- wilo had struck a streak of bad a large Pullman car with the
priest
a Samaritan,
The
and
Leviu
the round trip from June I to
of
products
about
horticultural
Dually
and
lin k.
tome
found
This miner
The
us "how not lo do it."
excellent surface indications in the thirty communities and lake it for show
themselves,
excuse
30.
The
palliate
and
.Nevada
mountains and staked his display lo the state fairs of Iowa, Illimuy not be a Jew: If so. the
I. Mm.
The prospects were so good nois. Indians. Nebraska. Minnesota sufferer
Chicago and return, $55.35.
law, as theV interpret It, makes no dethat Mr. George, his brother and big and Michigan where they will be
upon
a
if
Kven
hr
them.
Jew.
mand
charge
of Professor
St. Louis and return, $47.5
under the
brother-in-la- w
adjoining
took three
mighl die while they were binding tin
claims. The old grizzled miner work- - Brandenburg.
thej
del,
they
if
wounds:
and
his
be
car
will
the
the
supfairs
Afler
ed away all winter on the funds
On the following dates the Santa I'e
in various towns in the above would be ceremonlalfv polluted and
His develplied him by Mr. George.
disqualified from temple servhe. Ah!
will sell excursion tickets to princiopments were encouraging, but did named slates and also Missouri and
hOW they had failed to learn that', If
Kansas. At these towns a lecture. II- Cod
not pan out large quantities of the
not
both
and
could
pal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michihave
tnercv
litstrateil by large colored pictures
metal.
the ceremony of sacrifice, he would
A shorf time since another old minthrown on canvas "will be given, choose
gan. Missouri. Nebraska, North Da
mercy always.
er In hnfd luck, Cams past, tliis Drst These pictures will represent actual
par-icnot
stop
to
does
The
Samaritan
and Wyoming: June 1 and:.',
Wisconsin
Dakota,
communities
kota, South
senes In some of the
miners claim carrying his kit of'i (represented.
he .lust neighbors the unfortuThere win be six photo
tools with him. Mr. George's trienal
16Í
to 10, inclusive. Call
inclusive,
July
and
It,
also June o lo
man and that Is the end of
was naturally lonesome and invited graphs chosen by each Community. J nate
He does It heartily and thoroughly.
a trip. BekW find a
help
plan
Hustler.
Parmlngton
you
will
and
we
office
at ticket
the stranger to lake a claim, and aftei
That naked and ensanguined form
looking over the situation the Stranger
; own plea
to
points.
him.
DURING
ami
makes
principal
makes
few
INSTRUCTION
decided to dU so. An evening or twoJ SPECIAL
it not in vain as to the others.
He
LADGIVEN T
later the two miners sit on a ledge Of IDE FORENOON TO
Chicago aud return
$5' 5
opens
book,
pocket
nnd
both
heart
TO
LEARN
lock talking, when a badger came lulo IES DESIRING
Is
transformtraveler
comercial
The
4f-ALBUQUERQUE
I.onis
and
TIIC
St.
return
sight. The miners gave chase, anil HOWL. AT ALLEYS,
IIH W. GOLD ed Into the trained nurse as he sit
$4-6the badger ran into a hole on the BOWLING
and
Tcnn..
return
Memphis,
the night watches through by the sufAVE. CARL HOI. MAN. MANAGER.
Hli.inger's claim.
ferer's side. Only, when he reached
$39-0Kansas City and return
They went to work wilh their plcltl
h
duty
did
I' MIS T BLUE RIBBON. AMERI- Uie bonndarv of another
and soon dug the badger OUt, and in CA'S
projected
Kven
MEYhe
him.
then
ictiv"
FINEST BEER. ERNEST
so doing they made a rema i ka ble disReturn limit on all tickets, October 31, 1900.
W. bis aid into the future by the deposit!?
covery. His lied In the bottom of the ERS & CO.. soli: AGENTS,
pledge
IT
left.
he
h"
the
and
made
hole was made on a big chunk of Ihe SILVEB AVENUE.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
Again, and this time beyond appeal. 12
very richest of gold ore. The gold in
ANDY Al- Jesus casts the matter back Into thclej
FEE'S HOME-MADthe Stone on which he lay was worth WALTON'S
e
e
y
DRUG STORE.
heart of his Interlocutor. Where it " gj.;- $10,000.
In this way they discovered
quarts
a rich vein of
w lilch runs through
both their minen
as well as those belonging to Mr.
George, bis brother and his brother-in-lawMr. George's trip to Nevada
Is ror the purpose of fully investigating

Mr Ooff, wife of V it. coir or
North Tiiini Mreei, the cripple who
i I'uiiuuis u shim
canny store, is
to locate her twelve year uW
hoy who disappeared
from home
.March IB. ami who was las! heard
from in Monterey, Mexooo,
The story is a peculiar one. Mrs
c.oft believes that her hoy ras Induce
to )aye his home and accompany to
Mexico a mysterloui stranger, who is
supposed to bave formerly lived hi
tills city, and win. is traveling under
th name of Frank lie Bona,
From
what Mrs. O off can team she believes
her boy has adopted the same name,
nnd has been passing himself off 'is
a brother of the stranger.
Klmer t'.off is very small and thin
for his age, has very dark hair and
blue eyes and is left - ha tided
The boy had run off several times
before hut had never left the city and
his parents were not alarmed about
him until two or three days had paes-e- d
and he did not turn up. Then they
began a search for him Which was absolutely fruitless. It was dually discovered that Charlen McKIm of this
e
city had seen Klmer Cuff the day
he left with a fellow about Is r
1!) years of age with a crippled hand,
from which two or three lingers were
.
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Special Rates to the West

d

This Week

1IEHC1S

e

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en
joy the change.
Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Lib-- ,
eral limit and
I. os AttgeJes and return, $36.00.
San Diego atvJ return, $3(1.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rales and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday during May, Fiine, lulv.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
August and September.
stop-over-
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NOTHING BUT

ICE

BOTH PHONES

FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THEWORLD IS
there may still be
have

those who

not used the Morning Journal classified ad column 5?

MEXICO
The Ideal Summer Resort

i:lsi

e

tar-gum- s,

runs

I

Special Rates to the East

grub-stake-

"SEE THE UNITED STATES,"

but remember thai no tout
of the Southwest or West is complete unless you have
included a side tripe to Mexico, via

THE

.

-I

RAILWAY

Republic, Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Ctternavaca,
the most famous health arid pleasure resorts of Mexico.
Guana juan to, the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
mining centers of the world today.

i

w

CENTRAL

The QNLY line reaching nearly every imborfant citv of the

Sep-temb-

yel-lo-

MEXICAN

I '

to dale train and Pullman service daily without change.
New Pullman "Broiler" and I'uffet cars in operation, You
can have choice of routes, go in,' and returning Ol ... , aso
7'tf El raso and out ViQ Torreón and Eagle 'ass, or zm c
versa, thus covering the best of Mexico..
,

,

;

111

it--

h.

For rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
call or write,
0. E. BURN A, Com. Agl.,
El Paso, Teua.
w. i), mi uno! it, v. r. Mgr.,

p.
O. F. JACKSON. T. P.
Nan Antonio. Terns.

Mexico

.te..........- -

-

E

gold-hearin- g

lily,

,i. ft Mcdonald-D. F.

A. G. P. A.,

.

his new gold
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JealOUS Husband Shoots Wife.
S. A. Scales shot his wife Sunday
night wlUi u
Richardson revolver, the ball taking effect In the
woman's hip. says the nlsbee Review.
The shooting ocilirted at the Scale
home on O. K. street in thin city, ano
was the direct result, ay Scalps, of
re

Improper relations that have existed
bMWaen his wife and one David Todd.
a roomer in tne BCSies nonie, ana
carman in one of the mines here.
The trouble Immediately preceding
the shooting, as related by Scales, was
brought' about by an attack made on
him by Todd, when he (Scales) came
home from his work. Scales alleges
that Todd struck him In the face,
driving him from one room to another. Scales then procured a revolver,
which ha kept In his kitchen, return-- .
Ing lo the fray determinad to defend
himself to the end.
Returning to the front of the house,
Scales cocked his weaoyii. the shot
w hich wounded his wife following immediately thereafter.
Scales alleges that ti)e shooting was
entirely accidental, his weapon being
discharged Involuntarily. Mrs. Scales,
who stood In Ihe doorway of the room
where. tho shooting took place, was In
the path of the wild shot, and sustain.
. a
serious wound In the hip, as
result of which she now lies at her
hume nndw.the surgeon's crac.
Scales was placed In Jail,
RIIUtON. AMERICA'S FINEST BRRR. Kit NEST
IRS & tO.. HOLdK AGENTS. 1 16
AVENTE.
1'V.HNT

It LI

I

'

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

Again wc inaugurate this great sale under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
merchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at a great saving to you.
event. AH broken lines of seasonable high-grade

TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
Men's Outing Suits, sold from $7.50 to $16.00, at
off regular prices
Men's Business Suits, sold from $12 to $27.50, blues and blacks reserved, at
$2.50
Broken lines in Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4 and $5 grades. Sale Price
at
and
brands,
worth
$1.75,
.90c
$125
Shirts Cluett, Monarch and other well known
Men's
all
to
alike,
hardly
Sale
$1.50
two
Price
worth
Hats,
$2.50 $4.00.
Men's

All
All

one-fift- h

High-grad- e

.

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today
119

WEST GOLD
AVENUE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SECOND
STREET

122 S.

ALBUQUERQUE
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Mr. Edison
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COLUMN

a

bugles arc light.

York

The question of what to do with our
may become a complicated one after Roosevelt" 1 term expires.
The British navy is a frail reed,
savs Earl Roberta, Now what kind
of a reed do you fupposo lie Russian
navy Is?

Sure I5hins

rjTt?

IK

From the present actions of the
emperor of Korea, Japan is likely to
have a right troublesome sick man of
her own.
j. e
Fired by the countess and fired by
the chamber or deputies, Count Bonl
de CMtellane must feel somewhat like
a shuttlecock,

bow-wows- ."

tri

re....

cm, $20.00.
house X.
house s.
I -- room house Hi
I rooms furnish

I,

$20.00.

Two

Alice Roo Bevel I has met the king of
for
C.i ni Imilla and It only remains
with the king of the
her to hob-noCannibal islands.
b

j

A member of the Russian
douma
has the unbounded effrontery to tell
the police that lie ought not to be al-- 1
I ted and beaten.
There seems to be a small sized epidemic among the Standard oil officers
In ''bio. They are almost as hard to
111'
Sive John.
catch
A
llspatch from Manila says that
here is still only one more of the
left. Those Luxontan
dioni
must multiply with remark iblc rapld- B

ra

ity.

FOi: SALE.
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will s ll singly or all, at a
bargain.
Large and small inches for sale near
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, east
Of the citv.
Some line lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal ,i venue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
I I rooms In a fine location.
Lots uud houses for sale in u.'A parts .f
the city.
Four acres of lard In the city limits,
with good hou so and stable, fruit
trees, etc., In a tine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
to dato. iz. 900
on
Lot
West Goid av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Edith St.,
house; modern; lot 75x142 feet; fine
cement nlde"Valks; good stable. This
property will be sold cheap if taken
nt once.
House and tot on South Scond St., between Lead and Coal ttvenues, at a
bargain.
1
h;use, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This property is in one
of the best locations In this city,
and lsr for sale flt $5.600.
Brick house and lot on Wer.t Coal
$2,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, modern improvements, at $$,160, on
North 4th street.
house, furnished, good location, $1150.00.
frame in ene of the best
locations on "Broadway at a bargain: modern
house, North Fourth street.
with S loin 75 xl42 feet, near In.
i

UVE.

GOlffj

LIFE
NI
NEW
BOUSE FURNISHEIta
SECONDHAND.
WE HI V HOI'SI'.-HOLGOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
( .
NIHlSE.v, MANAGER.

d

MUCH ABOUT DRUGS,
BUT WHEN ÍOTJ
ARB SK'K Yoll
WW NT TO KNOW
WHEHÉ Vi ir CAN
GET WHAT YOU
N EED AT ONCE.
WE ARB IN POSITION
TO SKItVK YOU
ACCURATBLT AND

1

PR i.l l'TLY.

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

J. LOVE, Prop,

A.

Auto phone

First St.

40Ü S.

4('.:4

lot

m

it

it

once.

FOR RENT
frame! modern, rinse in,
plenty of shade; $20 per month.
Five-roodwelling, modern, clean in,
nice location.
Money to loan In sums to suit at 8 per
cent Otl approved security.
Five-roo-

To Contractors

m

ETC.

HOUSE BUILDERS,

HaTiiii; ooneoHdated the Phoenix
nnd Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of the Intcst
ami hest makes, we arc prepared to do all kinds Of MILL
WORK at a price never heforo

W. P. METCALF

M

au.'inpU'd

m

Notary Public, Insurance,

Money to Loan.

Hi mils.

821 Gold Avenae,

in New Mexico,

We will be Kind

dive esti-

Q

mules on anythblR from the mill
home to making a
work of
window screen unci will

e

The Superior Lumber and

W00TT0N

& MYER

e4eeeeeeoeooe

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

J. e. BHLORIOGE

40ft SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

FIRST STREET,

eeeeeeeeeeeeee

Dealers in Real Estate
123 South

Third Street

few 8inall ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each: alt under'
ditch nnd under high stute of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots In the different ad- ditlona to the city.
We have several sinull cottages, well
in, for wtlc on reasonable terms.
A

Colo. Phone. Btack 144

THE

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

203 West Railroad Ave.
The Highland Pharmacy

0p.

Kuvnolds New Untitling
Colorado Pimm-- , Black :t0
Knst Hal In mil Awhuo

THOS. F. KELEHER
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Busters, Whips, Axle OH?, Ele.

Paints, Oils and Vanishes
Palmetto Roof r&inl Lasts Five Tear
and S tops Leaks.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pclte.
08 WEST RAILROAD aVKNUB

Is a

necessity and the cost

Is

I'lrst National Bank

small. We have them.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Effective December
STATIONS
Sunta Fe
Española
Embudo

Santa Fe Branch

Eastbound
11:00 a. m....Lv
12:61 p. m....Lv
2:11 p. m....Lv
3:0(i p. m....Lv
4:02 p. m....Lv
4:22 p. m....Lv
6:45 p.
8:80 p.
2:00 a. m . . .Lv.
4:26 a. m....Lv
7:10 a. m....Ar

10, 1005.

Ar....
Lv....

MEN'S OXFORDS

mi
i

fl

Aff?

FRENCH FEMALE

m'u PILLS.

Kan. Oitrsi Rtiiir far rL rruMtp M iiretM Tim.
tun-- .
MOWN TO f AIL R'-sne1
fsvllon i.uariinee i r Mobff Refill: LM Rent MfafJJ
to, l.no
he pail M
bos. Will
i intra on trltl
Hampic
whan '.',ie."i
lrifjl$l
ten-t.s
yoiT nroara - tLe

tWi,
v

'

te

UNITTO MrOICAl CO.,

Now la the time iliut yon need n
pulí- ni icm alines foe these bol
days. We luive Hie kind lli.it
uiii Make your Hie un easy one,

Kohl

BOX

T4

UNOMI.N,

In Albuqucftint hjr tinf
orminnv.

-

PmU

J.

H

Westbound
8:80 p. m

1:28 p.
p.
p.
11:86
Lv....
Lv.... 10:29 p.
Lv.... 10:00 p.
Lv.... 8:10 p.
Lv.... 6:40 a.
Lv.... 11:06 p.
Lv.,.. 9:40 p.
Lv.... 7:0$ p.

Lv... .12:26

Baranca

-

They are
wearing

wtfUmtti cool

and

asaU

AUto. Pbofte

It!

olo. IMioiir lilk 33

Communication Made Easy

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO
SAMTMtV HOAHDINti

tTABLBi

or Inn Hoiucos, IíkIiI
$f..VI, It.M, $2.0il
soles

HIiicU

Black HoiiKoln OvforiN. llftht
or heavy soles, .$1.7.-- $'j.'jr
1,

.

.

Black Vrioar Calf

rxtrn'a

Oxroeda,
$8 M

9Síf $u.o.

aetea,

Mack Vlcl Kid Ojiords,

us n

cx-(- c

solea, $2.25, $.1.0O, $;i

Ml

1

TÍ'

'

,

Paicnl Colt Oxfords, extension
:um, :t r.u. XI mi
solea

9. T. rk'hmldt, Prtip. 421

N. MoOOd

Hi

Gross,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides A Pelts

a Specialty

ALMJQUKItQITV

LAI VKOA

The St. Elmo Sample and

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. LodIi, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

El Paso

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE TUB SOUTHWESTERN.

Club Roomi
Choice Liquor Served. A Good Place
to while away the weary houra.
All the Popular Games. Keno every
Monday. Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSKPH BARNbTPT,
Proprietor
ISO W. Railroad Am

m

m
m
m
in
in
m
m

Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonlto
m....Lv....
Alamosa
,
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
m
Denver
ra
Connections At AlUonlto for Durango, Sllvcrton and intermediate points.
At AlamoBa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
gauge line via La Vela Pass or tho narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Uorgc, also for
,
all points on Creede brunch.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
A. S. BARNEY, Audit. Santa Ve, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A. Denver.
.

c

V

FOR HALE
niop
frame, ro font
sh.nle and fruit trees, only
l,2Sf.00
its i bargain, better see ahout
four-roo-

c

.

Avenue

Pianino; Mill

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

Tri-Flin-

i

117 West Railroad

B. RÜPPE

I

no-tlc-

THE nominating primary Is finding favor wherever tried. In no state
where parties have adopted It Is there any talk of returning to the old plan,
or of Inventing a now one. General satisfaction Is expressed with results
obtained whore the voters have had opportunity to register their choice as
to the party ticket, Senatorial elections so decided have been so approved
that no longer any need Is felt for amending the constitution In behalf of
popular election of senators. The primary method of Instructing the legjs.
latures gives us that In eff. i t, nnd no additional machinery Is necessary. It.
Kentucky a democratic primary has been called to nominate both a state
ticket and I candidate for I 'lilted States senator. And over on the Pac ific, the
Portland Orcgnnl.in says: "In Oregon the political party convention Is i Not at all bad.
No. I. ReclUUlVe: "The Most
thing of the past. Whatever else may bo said against the nominating priCut of All, or How the Commanagers
even
professional
of
mary. It puts out of business an nllgunhy
mon Geezer Talks About My Moving
though the people In making direct nominations may not always do thel.-wor- I'lc tures."
No. 7. The Andre ws Waltz, accomwisely or well."
panied by the popular song, "Maybe
Thero's a Little Something In It for
HERE Is the nent nnd workmanlike manner In which the Tucson Slur Me" Inimitable and Kxcril' luting.
No. R. The public Printing private
lie. The Star copies from what It rails Graft Prance eccompannd
nails to the ounter an
by thai
"Wiley K. Jones' democratic proclamation," as follows: "Max Frost, the popular and well known BpllepUe
Ell. "The llrlck. the Brick. Who'l
editorial writer of the New Mrilenn Is nf the he id of the republican committee Got
the Brick."
of New Meslc-onnd has been an active load- -r for years. He hns been to
íN
VII1QINIA
OI.H
Hl.
Kill
Washington working actively for Jointure, and who can say that he does not HltWHV,
ABSOLUTELY
PI Hi.
And then the EHNEST MEVEIIH A CO., llll
thus emphatically voice President Roosevelt's determination."
Ur says what everybody In New Mexico knows to be true: "Hon. Wiley SILVER AVEN I E.
Jones will pleas take notice that Col. Max Frost has not been actively
A Hound Mnicaxlne
Is worth a dozen lying around loon-niged for years In the Interest of Jointure, but on the reverse has been th.; We
can bind thorn In attractive form
Strongest, most aggressive snd untiring worker against jointure In New tor 11.00.
Ilettrr Iilndlnsa a llttio
Juat call Automatic 'phone
Mexico up to the passage of the statehood bill, and seeing that jolnturo hltltcr.
2D and wo will be glad to talk over
wee the only hope for statehood or
accepted the best thai yuur tnagaslnc proposition.
ronld be hag from congress. It hi true that OoL Frost la n strong republican.
II. H. I it litem
fn
Hnokhlndrra,
Journal Building.
It I also true that Wiley E. Jones Is n strong democrat. That la where th
I K I
shoe pinches. New, Wiley, you are as much mistaken in all of your other
VI
VH
E N E E It M K
OIIOLH
statements on this statehood Issue as you have been on Col. Frost's attitude on í.líAI'E JU1CR, V-El IN KMT MKVKRM A CO. MOLE
the itslshood question previous to the peesege of ths stateboood bill."
AGENTS, lie W. SILVER AVENUE.

THE BLUE

Both Telephones.

WE HAVE FOR SALE

OF COURSE, YOU
DON'T THINK

a party Issue.
THE democrat of Arizona have made
em to bo a little loo shrewd for the republicans of that territory.

famous .Song and Dance spe
CialiSl and Flip Mop artist, the Almanac, Is now giving daily pel forman ei
In riantu Fe, New Mexico, ami is receiving tlio mo.- -t nattering pi ess
trom till sides. The most bewildering ease, grace uud lithencss Willi
shlch the Almnnao performs its special dances excite the greatest admit-atioand Its comic stunts never fail
to bring down tin: house. The following program Is a sample:
g
High Fling.
No. 1. The
Flip Flop
No. 2. The statehood
and Fence Vaulting Exhibition, Ab- solutely without an equal on the
hatlc stage.
No. a. The High Ball Side Step,
This Is something uniciue and well
worth going to Santa Fe lo see.
No. 1. Governor's Message Contortion, or Spanish Graft How Knot. Tills
Is one of the
leverest In the Almanac 's repertoire and is executed with
the most ec lat when the Morning
Journal lets drop an Innocent Inquir)
us to where the Money Went.
No, r,. The Vellow Dog Sheet Clofi
and Ileal lístate Shark High Dive.

Front

Drug Qo
The WilliamsFRONT

Albuquerque

Well

The

Wagons
N. M.

ALBCQUERQTJK,

I

ARIZONANS must remember that If Joint statehood carries, nf which
there Is little 0 hence, wo will Inherit Delegate "Bull" Andrews as a senator,
as well as the sister territory's debts. No way of getting nut of It. Blsboe
Minor. Wo, If Andrews will do as well as a United Stales senator for Arlzon..
state ns he has done for New atagfc o as a territory, he would hi' n valuable
ftCejMlSMlOO,
lu ll nato Andrews has accomplished more for New Mexico and
her people in less than one term than has Mark Smith accomplished for
Arliona In half a dozen terms. So far as Now Mexico's debt Is concerned
she has not so large a debt by any moans ns has Arizona. So there you have
II. Two arguments In favor of Joint statehood.
Tucson Star.

ment and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

post-offic-

When You Are

THK
snnu muí Dame BneelalMt,

Mitchell

T""a"

For prompt service, courteous treat-

AND GRAIN

Fix-roo-

Emma do Id man says that two years
long enough to be married, ano.
They is
from Emma's reputation tin- average
man wouldn't want to be married to
her longer than that, anyhow.
In
Seattle
of Cripple
NEARLY four tons of gold were piled Up In the assay office
Mrs. whi Gallagher
on Tuesday, the hulk of uhbh hid turn received from the north that day, Creek wants a divorce from her hus-a
band on the ground that ho makes
says the Seattle
ride target of her. She. refuses. In
other words to be an easy mark.
Al.l, the editors of the territory are expected to be here during fair
A
Nebraska girl is in prison for
There will be places at Swallowing a Stolen diamond, which
week, to take "pot link" with the local fraternity.
goes to prove that a simple Inexthe table for you and your wife, and If yOU'ns are not hero to occupy them only
pensive diet is much more satisfactory
all
are
we'ns
as
and
your
rations,
somebody else will have to eat and drink
in the lung run, than a
modéralo and temperate folks, you will see at a glance that doubling up, on menu.
some things, might be fraught with unpleasant consequences to the sub.
Southern Arizona cowpunchers are
Inclined to look contemptuously on
assertion that denatured alcohol
"IF THE next presiden) Is to ho g republican he will have to be Mr. the
will make a more exciting jag than
Roosevelt or soon other man whom the whole country recognizes ns repre- some of the brands of whisky sold in
senting the things Rooeevell represents. The Hryan revival has served to that sec t ion.
Wars
practically eliminate the Fa lrbanksess the Roots, the Shaws. nnd moro thnr.
Commissioner
dear women
likely the Tufn. Th- - republican parly Is not without men who have proved lays he doesn't blame the
for wanting divorces and that they
their p reeldentütl stature, and who are of the same general tendencies as should have all they want. Perhaps
the henthe president; hut they have not boon near enough to the renter of the the shrewd Mr. Ware has finally
In
pecked husband's interests
stage to get th" wide recognition nsCCOOirj to put them Into the ranks of view.
serious factors." Boston Journal.
ALMANAC

Putney

I5he
Grocer 'Blue
Wholesale
FEED, FLOUR
for

TO MAKE
LIVING.

Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
West End of Viaduct
Corner Coal Avenue nnd Second Street

Mstabltshet 1878

lliot

WORTH

J. D. EMMONS,

D

L. B.

SITI'llS

EVERYTHING

IN FACT

Six-roo- m

From the joke Column,
Being constant readers of the New
Mexican they must be of the best cías
The
of citizenship of this territory.
Almanac.
The deaillv clotliespole has claimeii
Pike, 13.600.
Mrs. Tnolandor of
another victim.
Salina, KaB., fell against one and ciiei!
BUSINESS CHANCES.
later of lockjaw, according to the Good ranches near ths city for sale
papers.
nt reasonable prices.
Kansas
for Rent.
Fire Insurance. House
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
The upper house of the Russian
of
charge
Inlun
entire
i.ronertr for
parliament Is discussing the abolition
residents and
of the death penalty, but it is feared
such action will not be ratified by the E. H. DVNBAR
& CO
revolutionists.
Corner QoM .veone end Tlilrd BirfQt,
Standard oil announces that automobiles must use a lower grade of
gasoline. And the poor pedes' rl. in
groaM In bis anguish to think what
the sinell will be now.
a. ,...,...
Mua 1,,. Mttll
mil
-- v
III"-"- "
"
...I. ...I.V 1VII....1,
tolerate any sidestepping on be pari
of the packers. That they ate song
and dance artists of no mean ability
has been demonstrated,

KKTTEFs.

CAMPING Ol'TITTS. BLANKETS, OMFORTS
WAGON COVERS. TENTS. CAMP STORES
AND COOKING UTENSILS

mod- -

h Fifth St.. $.10.00.
th Third st., $20.00.
id way, $8.oo.

NJl

CANVASS CHAIHS AM)

rs

13. ittufl.

the present opportunity to get Into the union an ;i
tat. Arizona will remain as a territory lor an indefinite number Of
years. That bl I sute thing. The only argument that h as ever been
put forward ngalnst It la the one used by the democratic- paper? of Arizona, to the erred that the democrats are going to carry the country, nnd
that Arizona will then bo let in alone. But that Is nonsense, pure and
If the people
Imple, and la not worthy of a moment's serious consideration.
of the country should vote next fall to setid the country to the "demnitlon
as they did at the time of the Cleveland devastation, the utmost
of the
that could he accomplished would be to put the democrats In control
years.
four
for
republican
remain
would
senate
congress,
The
of
lower house
likely
not
It
is
a
hair,
and
..ml
nd the national administration for two y
conwould
administration
republican
that either a republican senate, or a
under
territories
any
democratic
of
admission
mUCH
the
very
about
cern Itself
....
Mint hall lust tUMled down H
anoi npcuwuj ..
sucn concilium"",
Is nonperfectly fair and generous offer of admission. No; that argument
sense. In the superlative degree.
If New Ifelleo votes against statehood next November, or If she votes
for It by a hare majority, thus showing her practical Indifference In th
matter, she will DO permitted to remain In the territorial condition as long as
Arizona. That, you may also put down as I sure thing.
And another sure thing Just as sure as either of those mentioned above
Is. that If Arizona rejects statehood next November, by either a large or small
majority, and New Mexico accepts It by a majority which will show the
world that her people are practically unanimous in their desire for
less than a year will el apse before congress will pass an enabling
art for the admission Of New Mexico as a state, attaching to It a portion of
Arizona, and annexing the remainder of that territory probably, to Utah.
This would "( lean up" the government's territorial business, and It would
come about with special promptitude If possibly that democratic renalssanc"
which the democratic papers of Arizona talk about, should materialize next
fall. No republican congress would le ave a hole open for the coming In of
two democratic senators, and a democratic member of the house, If the democratic party were showing any reliable signs of coming to life again. To
doubt that 0OUld be to charge our republican managers with lack of
political sagacity, and OUT most rantankerous democratic friends have never
made such a charge as that against our republic an leaders.
But aside from political considerations, which would be amply sufficient
to control In the matter, It Is perfectly safe to say that DO American congress
nor .my other body or American clUaeni inywhere, would deny the practN
rally unanimous leqUOPl of an Intelligent and progressive community to be
edmltted to the full rights, duties and responsibilities of American citizenship,
because a smaller and less progressive community had declared Its preference
to remain In a subordinate condition.
ARIZONA

rth Fifth St.,

house

S. Broadway with
hou
hath, $20.00 ea h.
rno, modern, $25.
iHrOOm house, B.
cid ave., $8.00.
Two tents, E. It
Ir00m house, s. Edith, modern, $25.
es,
Marquette ave.,
hou
Two
$12.00 each.
Be,
N.
Second street,
brick hou
modern, $20.00
The last tack placed In the chalí
of the Ancient Grafter In Santa Fe
room brick hou le, N. Fourth street,
seems to hive been an unusually sharp
modern, $20.0"

newspaper offices announce that all accounts of the Thaw
trial will be deodorized.
Is the game worth the Unman candle. Is the question Fourth of July
ate asking of themselves.
(few

one.

Tbvo or Three

REED CHAIRS, ROCKERS

KENT,

roi:N

f.ivor on

The mutual .testimonials of Bryan.
Bailey and Hearst are. to say the least,
a little i onftutag,

: new mbxico
;

will confer

us by inventing a

r

l i

Summer Comforts

REAL ESTATE

M

under act of congress of March 1. 187.
THK MOUMNU JOI RXAL IS T1IK LEADING BEPUBLICAM PAPER
Or NEW MEXICO, SUWUHMNO TllK PRINCfFIiFS OF THK REPUBLICAN PAHTY ALL THE TIME AXI TMC METHODS OF THK REPUB,
LICAN PAHTY WHEN T1IKY ARK RltjHT.
Larger circulation tliTui nny oilu-- paper In New MealOO. The only paper
la New Meileo lued every tiny In the year.
"The Morning Journal lia. a higher circulation rating tluiki In accorded
any other paper In Albuquerque or any oilier dally In New Mexico." The
American Newspaiicr Dtfaulurf ,
x
TI.HMS OF M'RSCKIPITON.
$5.00
by
Dally,
mall, one year In advance
Dally, by earrler, one month
aO
Dally, by mall, one month
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DUNBAR'S

lu th Sliade of the Cottonwood
Tree
We profanely endeavor to free
NEW TELEPHONE OS.
Our nose, ears and eyes
MONEY TO 1AN ON UOOD REAL
From the cotton which Hies
ESTATE
8K HIT Y AT IOW
From the confounded cotton wood
RATES OF INTEREST.
tree.

City Editor.

matter at the postofflce at Albuquerque,
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FIVE BILLION

slowly In other parts of the world.
But while in the United States the de-- i
velopment of the telephone has been
left to private enterprise, In Europe
the telephone, alona with the tele-- 1
uratih. h.is
ilm.wt nvltifiiv...
ly subject to governmental control.
In the report a table Is given show- Ing the telephone statistics as of Jan-- ,
uary t, 1905, for the United States
and Europe. The number of tele
phones for the United States was
3,400,000 and the number for Eu-- i
rope 1,485,784.
The telegraph systems are divided
Into two general classes the commer
cial land, telegraph and the ocean ca- dio systems, including all systems or- !
ranlxed primarily for the transmission
of messages for the sreneral nubile
and the railway telegraphs. Including
ni wires owned and operated In
neetlon with railway systems.
The commercial telegraph system--o- f
the country owned and operated
1,318,350 miles of wire In 1902. In
addition there were 16,677 nautical
miles of submarine cable. The "?5
systems had an Investment, or enpi- talization of stocks and bonds of $162,-- j
946,515;a total revenue of $40,930,-- I
038; and total assets of $196,503,77.'.
A sum amounting to $15,039,673 was
paid In salaries and wages to 829 sal-- I
arled employes and 26,798 wag
earners.
The railway telegraph systems were
reported by 684 companies. They em-- !
ployed 30,360 operators and dispatch-- I
ers. to whom $20,040,730 were paid In
v;iires. The number of messages sent
during the year for railroad business
only was 201,743.756 and the number
of commercial messages was

Notice of Snip of chattels I'nder
Chattel Mortgage.
Whereas. Walter H. West, on the 11th
day oi May, 1901. by his certain chattel mortgage of that date conveyed to

CONVIGI

ANOTHER

The

rem-iini'í-

TELEPHONE GALLS

j

III SINGLE YEAR

Enormous

Figures of Hello

Business
SYSIEM

in

America.

IS FAR AHEAD
NATIONS

OF ALL OTHER

A rpport on the telephone and telegraph systems mid the municipal
electric tire alarm find police patrol
systems of the United States has just
been published by the bureau of the
census. The statistics were collected
and compiled under the supervision
of Mr. W. M. Stewart, chief statistician for manufacture!, and the text
was prepared by Mr. Thomas
Martin, of New York, expert
special agent.
This is the last of a series of reporta on the generation and utilization of electric current for the transmission of power, messages and conversation. Former reports relate to
street and electric railways, and central electric light and power plants.
This report presents statistics concerning the physical equipment, service, and financial operations and telegraph systems of the country, and
tile physical equipment of Independent
rural telephone lines.
The Statistics of the telegraph and
telephone Industries of the United
States were first shown in the census
1880. At that time telegraphy had
growing steadily for nearly forty
years and telephony was in the for- Riatlve stages of development.
Since
then, however, telephony has pro-- i
gressed to such an extent that it has
surpassed telegraphy in physical and
financial magnitude.
In 1902 the telephone systems operated more than three-fourtof the
wire mileage reported for both tele
phones and telegraphs, gave employment to seven-tenth- s
of the v
received more than
of the, total revenue, and pall
more than
of the total ex
penses.
The telephone systems are divided
Into three classes, as follows:
1.
Commercial systems, including
all systems operated by individuals,
firms or corporations, primarily fur
revenue.
2. Mutual systems, including
all
systems operated through a mutual
arrangement among persons deriving
benefit from the service, primarily for
the benefit of the owners, revenue being incidental to the operation of the
Com-merfo-

twa-third-

two-thir-

--

01
NO TRACE

A

WEEK

AGO

Captain Fred Fornoff of the NOW
police, arrived last
night from Santa Fe and conferred
here with Mounted Ppllceman Myers
and others. While Mr. Kmnoff refused tn say anything about it it was
stated last night on gnu. I authority
that another convict, I negro, had escaped from the penitentiary.
I'll to last niirht no trace had been
Mexico mounted

Brunswirk-Bulke-Collend-

......
Tr,, ram

It,,. TTllBll
who disappeared from
the penitentiary a week ago, and who
was believed to be hiding Inside the
wails, it Is understood the mounted
police are making a quiet search for--

states prisoner

1

1

him through the territory, although
the theory that he Is still inside til
walls has not been entirely abandoned.

KANSAS POET ENTERS LISTS
POH ABUSED OF FAIR SEX

Eugene Ware Emphatically Endones
Divorce Habit.
Eugene F. Ware, of Kansas, lawyer, poet and
of pensions, is a believer of love at first
sign! and easy divorces ror women.
"You can't knock out the
business," says Mr. Ware,
"unless you make over the race. It's
a phenomenon that's here to stay and
I am awful glad of it."
Touching the divorce question, the
commissioner says:
"Women have got ta have some way
to get rid of worthless,
husbands. As it is now. women stand
a good deal more th in they ought to
and there are not enough divorces
granted because women are too patient and too forgiving.
".Men go to pieces like automobiles,
and after awhile some of them get
beyond repair and, ought to go to the
scran heap. If a woman don't want
to live any more with such a critter
she ought not to be compelled to do

SHAKE IT OFF.
11

Rid Yourself of Vnnonrsam y Burdens.
An Albuquerque Citizen Shows
You How.
Dont bear unnecessary burdens.
Hardens of a bad back are unnecessary.
Get rid of them.
Doon's Kidney Fills cure bad backs;
Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
Cu,rc every form of kidney Ills.
of local endorsement to prove
this
c. A. Hall, a machinist in the round-o- f
house of the Santa Fe shops, resld-bee- n
dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "I
have had attacks of pain just across
that part of my back immediately
over the kidneys, some of which last
ed an entire week. When they occur
red there was no let up to the .'idling, and naturally I was on the lookout for something to check the trou
ble, if not radically dispose of it. Th
fast medicine I tried was Doan's Kid
ney Pills.
To say tl'.nt they are
worth recommending feebly expresses
my opinion of them.
They quickly
removed the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Mllbucents.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents
for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's -- and
take no other.
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DISAPPEARED
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Brunswick-Balke-Cnilend-

for
Notice la hereby given that the
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i
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LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES
The Ladies

Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

of

...THE GLOBE STORE...
is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and
silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

20 PER CENT

er

from the regular retail prices.
e
The underwear comes in union and
suits, and prices
range from 10 cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging from 15 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked price, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.

un-

two-piec-

dersigned, The
company, as mortgagee of said
above described property, has taken
possession of the same
under said
mortgage, and will on Friday, the
10th day oí August. 1906, at the hour
Brunswlck-Balke-Col-lend-

er

of 10 o'clock a. m., of said day, at the!
store-roonumbered lis West (Told
avenue in the city of Albuquerque,
Now Mexlro, offer for sale and sell to
Ihe highest bidder for cash the above!
described property for the purpose ot
paying off nnd satisfying the notes
and indebtedness secure, to he paid
bv said chattel mortgage.
m

I

R

CO.
By E. I,. MEDT.FI?.

Attv. for Mortgagee.

C VI' A Wit

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks the en-

GRAPE JUICE.
The very best or Kansas Olty beef
ERNEST MEYERS & CO, SOLE mid mutton at Emil Klein wort's. 112
AGENTS, till W. SILVER AVENUE. North Third street.

Just a Cent and a

Independent farmer or rural
including all lines having no
regular exchange or central office,
3.

lines,

Minute

lice.

in 1902 there were 3,157 commercial systems, !I!I4 mutual systems, and
4,985 independent rural lines.
For
the commercial systems the mileage
was 4,779,571, and the number of telephones, 2.225,98.1; for the mutual
systems the mileage was 70,915, and
the number of telephones, 89,316; and
for the independent Unes the mileage
was 49,965, and the number of telephones, 55,747.

ADAMS & DILGARD
DIRECTORS
Embalming is Our

CORONADO TENT CITY
delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages (or F9Ht at reasonable rates. You may do your own cocking
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boat i rig, Bathing, Pishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad lares, etc

Avenue

.iemez

hot springs

Is now open nil the year iiroutiil
Bcl of Accommodations
Otero's

AGENT

ASK ANY

Until

Hun

House

Connection.

f

Ghe

pr&O TO
Pailroad
Uhe Future

Located on the 'Baten
The new City of Belen is

During the past ten years there has

3

Í

Ctito--

f

Center

of The Atchison

SLth and Doors
THIRD

of

TopeKa

C3L

:::

ss

t

MARQUETTE

Both Phones
.!.

JVetv Meixico
Santa

Fe 'Railtatay

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen Gobvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

struts and avenues, RIGHT In tha business
AKB THE OWNKPB OF THK HELEN TOWN8ITB. Consisting ot ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE 'jOTB, (slsn ISiUt feet) fronting upon 80 and
oVpot
grounds and yard llmlU S0O feet wide and
now
Its
company
grading
is
extensive
Fe.
Railway
Topeka
Bar.ta
Depot
Atchison,
Railway
and
upon
The
Grounds.
directly
Fe
the Banta
center of the NEW CITT and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of side track) to accomodate Its NEW lA8BENOKR and FREIGHT depots, HARVET EATING HOUSE, Reund House, Coal Chutas. Water Tanks, Machine Shops. Etc
70-fo- el

sfc

lfl;

THE

CITy OF

"BELEJi

s

Has a population af 160. and several large Mercantile Houses, Tha Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity ISO barrels dally; winery, etc It Is tha largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
In New Mexico. Prom Its location upon the Great Trnnk line, leading North, South, Rast and Went, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its futura growth aa a Commercial point cannot ha estimated.
Belen has a H,000 public achol houaa,
Ais fast limitad, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Knnsas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water Is good and climate anaurpassed.
twu churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, jdantng mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
Title perfect and warranty deads
may remain on note and mortgage for ane year with Interest at eight par cent par annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchase money cash;
person
to
ar
In
wrIU
ot
call
prices
particulars
and
lots
LOTS.
CHOICE
TO
For
SECURE
THE
further
WISH
glvsn. COME EARLT IF TOU
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
r-

-

JOHJi

BCiC.
I

gga

President

WM. M.

f

Flint and Glass

Contractors' Materials

Prop

iv

f

RJO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY

t
t

r

MRS. WM. ROGERS.

been u very rapid and wide extension

'

Fifth Streot nnd Railroad

STONE HOTEL

.

vice.

4

Cor.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

A

s

hs

if

Specialty

CORONADO BEACH. CALIFORNIA

lf

of telephone service In the rural districts, but the industry has shown tin
greatest growth In the states having
the largest population, and has reached Its highest development in the leading cities.
In 1900 there were 1,157 Incorporated urban centers with 4,000 or more
inhahiUnts.
Of these, 1,1001
were
provided In 1902 with telephone systems of some description. Han Francisco, with 1 telophone to 9 persons,
was the best telephoned city In the
United states In
while Cleveland
ranked second, with 1 telephone for
every 16 persons; nnd Boston wan
third, with 1 telephone for every 19
Inhabitants.
The average revenue per telephone
amounted to $$7.50 and the average
per message, to 1.7 cents; while the
average operating expense was $24 56
per telephone and 1.1 cents per message.
Itepnrts were received for 1 system
In Alaska, 1 In the Philippines, nnd 7
In Hawaii. For these
yslems there
was an aggregate of 5,518 miles of
2,891
telephones, and S,887,92r.
wire.
messages.
The Introduction of the telephone
in the United States was followed by
Its adoption almost Immediately In all
the countries of Europe and more

kitchen comfort.
So many of roar neighbors are enjoying the pleasures
of Twentieth Century cooking; keeping their homes
coid: laving money.
You might ns well be in possession of (hese advantages ns they.
We're tvaitltlg join- orders. Scud u His(nl. or phone,
for our representative and he will call mid explain
everything fully.

FUNERAL

$26,369,7S5.

wage-earner-

il coM'. muí to s ml in mi order (or u CAS ItAM.Il.
Mm inn aenl ii, we'JI do iin rest. Upon receipt of your
your order our whole gas rnttgC force Is pul In work to
do lour bidding, mid every nerve strained to put you on
ihe iiiuh rood to
cooker
mid summer

ll nil

In connection with the commercial
and rural systems there were 10.361
public exchanges. The pay stations
numbered 80,870, of which 32,477
were automatic.
The number of salaried employes
engaged in the telephone service was
14,124, and the average number of
wage earners, 64,628.
The amount
paid in salaries was $9,885,886 and :.i
Although there were only forty-fou- r
tBell RyRtems in 1902, they reported
about seven-tenth- s
of the wire mileage for all telephone systems, more
than one-haof all the telephones,
of the messages Br
and three-fifth- s
talks during the year. They employed over seven-tenth- s
of the
and paid almost four-fiftof
the wages.
The number of messages or talks
reported for the year was 5,070,554,-562- ;
of these, 4,949,7090 were local
exchange calls and 120,704,844 were
long distance and toll calls.
Ohio led In the total number of messages, with 558,707,801; and Illinois
was next, with 541,161,932. In long
distance and toll traffic Pennsylvania was first, with 20,409,621
messages; and New York was a close second, with 20,367,024.
The greatest
number of local messages, 547,238,-- 7
43, was reported for Ohio, and the
next largest, 535,744,349, for Illinois.
The report shows that on the av
erage there was one telephone to every
thirty-fou- r
persons, that each person
talked sixty-liv- e
times a year, and that
each telephone wus used 2,190 times.
Generally speaking, a liberal provision of telephonic facilities means a
large number of calls or messages per
capita and a low number per Instrument.
The distribution of telephones, the
use of each Instrument, and the number of messages per capita do not depend solely upon density of popula
tlon. Among the other factors are the
kind of poplation, the nature of the
prevailing
industries.
the
tariff
charged lor telephone service, and the
assiduity with which the telephone
habit has been cultivated by the managers of the companies supplying ser-

THE GLOBE STORE

trance to the store of reliability and fair treatment

line.

wages,

of Keliability

Summer Bargains

er

BRUNSWIClt-sJALKE-COLLENDE-

MT NCHENTTR-nO-

The Store

pany.
regulation
Three No. tp-íovdatbowling alleys, complete, Including'
bowling bed, fojindation gutters, pit
and approach: also, divisions, two re-- i
turn chutes, three leather cushions,
three pit mats, three Improved score
registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
bowling balls, dna set (s) perfection
reflector, one alley brush, ono gutter brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
with cushion fT same; which said
property is now located In the storeroom at No. 118 West dol l avenue, In
the City of AlbUQUerquo, New Mexico,
and which said mortgage was lile. I rot
record on the 12th day of May. 1906.
and recorded In Book "F" of Chattel
Mortgages, page S30, In the ofllce or
rethe probate clerk and
corder of Bernállllo county. New Mexico, to secure the payment to the said
comThe
pany of the sum of $1.2.'.. togethet
with interest thereon at eight per cent
per annum, evidenced by sixteen
promissory notes of said date, three
ior i H", oacn pujaoie .niiy mi, .August 1st and September 1st, 1906, respe i lively; twelve notes for $75 each,
payable the first day of earh following
consecutive month thereafter and one
note for $52, payable October 1, 1906;
And whereas, ny said chattel mortgage it was provided that in case default should be made in the payment
of any or either of sai notes or ot any
part thereof, or the Interest thereof,
on th" day or days on which the s ime
should become due and payable, then
all of the said notes, both principal
and Interest'', should at onco become
due and payable.
And whereas said Walter IT. West
has failed to pay the said promissory
note of $100, payable July 1, 1906, and
The
said mortgagee,
company, has elected
to declare all of said notes as due nnd
payable under the terms of said mortgage, and the same tire now In default
e
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Am Exclusive Representatives
Tira Oorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Ubbey Co.,
d
Chin
Arttstlc Cut Oleas, and The W. A. Plckard
Each In lta claas, and appropriate for Wedding Gltta. Our stock of
Dtamonda "never before ao complete." Tie a good time for investment, aa Dtamonda are rapidly advancing In value.
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CARPET REMNANTS

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

CO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

TINNERS

AVENUE

New Mexico's Le ding Jeweler

Th Arch Front

South Second Street

large enough to cover a
sitting room. Ingrain,
Brussels, and Axministers, at less than actual
cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
nice carpet for very little money.

them Just
SOME of
bed room or

a steep hill near Crawley this mornSix passenscore badly

aiy! was uverturned.
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST ing
gers were Killed an, a
I

hurt.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Washington, July 12. New Moxlcc
Fair Friday and Satunlhy.
Arlxona Fair In southern portion,
rhuniTs in northern portion Krhl'iy
.ui,i Saturday.
('.

Itullen,

F..

la

hre

liter details show that eight persons were killed.
Hhe omnlbu collided with a trte The occuputits of
the vehicle were pitched III all directions. Several were terribly mangl.1.
passengers,
There were thirty-fou- r
mainly merchants of Orpington; ten
miles from London.

fiom Denver.
a at the V.

B. F. Ilolcumb. of Boston,

Alvarado.
T. J. llosa la In the city from Hermosa. N. M.
Charles F. Eanley rame dOWfl from
S.iota Fe last night
I,. Tullock. of Globe, Arizona, la a
busie Vtattdt here.
L, A. Hughe
arrlveil In the Ity
l.tt night from ganta Fe,
Clttton Hill, the laleta merchant,
was in Albuquerque yesterday.
"The Kids" lo l a very enje .i.i.
dance ut Colombo hall la si night,
W Hkncock; registering from 1.
Aon. Bnctand. is at the Alvarado.
H n Rullard, father "f Hurry Bul
laril, left laal ulght for a month's visit
In l.os Angele.
H. MeCreary, of Kansas CHjr, amii- tor of the Harvey system, arrived at
the Alvarado last ntgHt.
R. I'crity, Indian agent at Fori
Atizona, nccoihUwiled by his
11V "II
tillslnesi
wife arm .1 in lh

M. V. A.

VEGAS

IUI

BI

FORMALLY

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad

IX LAS
DEDICATED

fst S2.vomi Santa
I'ays Secretary's Salary.

Fe

structure

Special to the Morning Journal.
Uis Vegas, July It. The fine new
$2,1.000 Young Men's Christian association building, the first of the kind
In New Mexico, was formally dedicated tonight by Chief Solicitor Cardner
of the Santa Fe company.
I.athrop
The building was erected and equipped
by cltlxens but the Santa Fe railroad
company pays the secretary's aalary.

ne.eeeeee.a
DR. B. M.

aaaeee- aaaea
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WILLIAMS

().

BRUNSWICK

DENTIST

Railroad avenue, over
BILLIARD
between First and Second sts POOL AND
ALLFGKI) MURDERER
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30 to 5 p.m
DESTROYS HIMSFI.I Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
past 17 years at Las Vegas
PARLORS
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Rlroy. Wis., July 12. Conductor N.
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The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People "who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort- - "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale is due to their merits to nothing else.

Avenue

308-31- 0
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A. E. WALKER

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Steel Bange &
Agents for Quick-MeGasoline Stoves.
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Toti & Gradi

plumbers

COMPANY

HARDWARE
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MUROM)
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Whitney Company

R.R.
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Alaska Refrigerators

Trnns-Caucael-

Candies

l'

S. Second

CP.SchutL

White Mountain Freezers

Watermelons!

-

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Gold!

1

noni-Inatlo-

COAL

Gasoline Stoves

fold!
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.

Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE

WOOD

IP-m-

Albuquerque

Cash

Grocery Company

.

dls-aaa-

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

W.H.H&C0

113

il

South First Street

115-11- 7

North First Street

401-40- 3
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BEA MONEY SAVER

BANKRUPT SALE

And Then a Home Owner.

Provide for the Future.
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Aibuquerqoe. New Meiico

W. GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lames, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, J 906.
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Gold Mllliurs, upwards from
Board! nc Horeea a SoeeUltr.
60c Ml West Gold Avenue Albuquerque
I'i nlesi lOxtrnetlon
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vr Silver Avenue. Albnoneriine.
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WM. FAR. COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
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Ouf prioee are WOIIT.
When boliftit rtffht are a foo4aveatinnL
We Invite you to call and diamine the beautiful diamond Bonds we ara
oSarlnc. Also Watches, Jewelry, 811 er ware, etc. Mall orders receive
nrumut attention.

EVER
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Wc opened for Subscription July 1st,
McrleH of monthly payment
liiHtallment mock. .$1.00 per
lilt III II vi. tu . un v 11 S'iOO.OO share.
Also u series of prepaid Investment
stock payiiiK 6 tier cent interest on de- IHinKh of Slim.oil aim iipwun
Ijlbcnil wltlHiruwiu priviieurn "ii
stock.
We will loan you money n "uy "r
build vu ii home at once if you oe- comc a stocklmlder.
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Andres Romero, Prop.
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